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Textiles
and Vintage Fashion
1
A French pink fabric covered box,
containing a collection of 19th and
early 20th Century machine and
hand made lace including machine
guipure collars, an Irish crochet lace
tabard, a tape lace collar, Brussels
duchesse lace collar, borders and
edgings, further lace collars and a
baby cap
£120 - 160
2
A collection of late 19th and early
20th Century lace, to include an Irish
crochet lace collar, a Brussels
appliqué lace collar, Point de Gaze
collar, edgings, borders and a
quantity of similar lace items (a lot)
£120 - 160
3
A collection of 19th and early 20th
Century lace, including hand worked
lace, appliqué lace, Brussels
needlepoint, a whitework collar, a
stole, a tambour lace collar, a
Honiton edged handkerchief, a
French silk lace stole, a small piece
of Honiton lace and similar items (a
lot)
£120 - 140
4
A collection of small lengths and
pieces of 18th and 19th Century
lace, to include Burano lace, a pair of
Alencon cuffs, a Milanese collar,
Coralline Point needle lace, Brussels,
Buckingham and Mechlin lace
£60 - 80
5
A collection of 19th and early 20th
Century lace, to include a Honiton
lace collar, a tambour lace flounce, a
Maltese lace collar, a lace stole,
French silk lace, Honiton lace cuffs
and similar lace items (a lot)
£80 - 120
6
A quantity of late 19th and early
20th Century lace, hat veiling, green
lace off cuts and two French linen
sheets
£40 - 60

7
An early 20th Century net and lace
shawl; a length of cut steel
embellished trimming, a black satin
and lace shawl, white sequin
trimming, a 19th Century black lace
shawl, a length of cream silk
decorated with roses and a
collection of lace and off cuts
suitable for costume restoration
£60 - 80
8
A quantity of late 19th and early
20th Century black lace, a black lace
shawl and a fine panel of black lace
with a scalloped hem
£60 - 80
9
A collection of early and mid 20th
Century lace and trimmings; a length
of pale blue sequin trimming, two
lengths of cream fabric embellished
with silver sequins and a quantity of
smaller lace off cuts
£60 - 80
10
Two late 19th/early 20th Century
cream lace-trimmed children's
capes, and a quantity of
deconstructed costume and similar
textiles
£60 - 80
11
Over 4 metres of 19th Century
Brussels appliqué lace, width 44 cm
£150 - 250
12
A collection of late 19th and early
20th Century lace, edgings and
trimmings, a lace collar, a pair of
Carrickmacross cuffs, small lace
motifs and similar items (a lot)
£80 - 120
13
A large white lace panel with
appliqué decoration; a length of lace
edging (approximately 4 metres) a
Honiton lace collar, a petticoat
flounce, an early 20th Century lace
trimmed lawn bodice and two
smaller pieces of lace (7)
£100 - 140
14
Eight metres of 19th Century
Brussels lace, width 10 cm
£150 - 200

15
A 19th Century Brussels appliqué
lace shawl and a length of Brussels
needlepoint lace, over 4 m x 24 cm
(2)
£200 - 300
16
A collection of late 19th and early
20th Century trimmings, including a
quantity of embroidered wool
flowers, boteh shaped appliqué
motifs, 1920s appliqué bow trim, Art
Deco inspired trimmings, silk
embroidered motifs and similar
items (a lot)
£120 - 160
17
Over 5 metres of colourful
embroidered trimming onto black
silk and 3 metres of paler
embroidered trimming (2)
£80 - 120
18
A 19th Century pale blue silk lace
covered hinged carriage parasol
with an ivory handle, a length of
late 19th Century embroidery, an
early 20th Century stencilled ivory
silk drawstring bag, a pink silk sash
embroidered with cream silk and
white beadwork, a cream lace stole,
a pink and grey silk pin cushion, a
French black sequin Juliet cap and a
handmade embroidered bag
£80 - 120
19
Over 8 metres of 1920s colourful
silk embroidered trimming and a
length of French floral patterned silk
ribbon, 1.6 m metres by 15 cm (2)
£80 - 120
20
A collection of late 19th and early
20th Century bead and sequin
trimmings, edgings, black lace and
net (a lot)
£60 - 80
21
Five metres of unused 1920s bead
trimming, composed of pink, green,
white and pale gold coloured beads
£150 - 200
22
Twenty one unused wooden spools
of gold coloured metallic thread,
stamped Made in France
£80 - 100

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

23
A quantity of late 19th and early
20th Century bead and sequin
trimmings, edgings and motifs (a lot)
£80 - 100
24
A collection of late 19th and early
20th Century embroidered, bead
and sequin trimmings, to include
appliqué panels, bead tassels,
celluloid examples, dress
decorations and similar items
£150 - 250
25
Two bunches of millinery flowers; a
pair of 1940s sun glasses, cotton
handkerchiefs, a quantity of lace and
miscellaneous textiles
£40 - 60
26
Two and half metres of open work
silk trim; Edwardian beaded trim,
lace appliqué, embroidered lace,
1930s Art deco green and cream
trim and miscellaneous trimmings
£80 - 120
27
A quantity of late 19th and early
20th Century embroidered
trimmings and appliqué motifs, silk
ribbon, a pair of velvet cuffs and a
length of gold metallic lace suitable
for costume design and restoration
£80 - 120
28
Five metres of early 20th Century
green, yellow and black beaded
trim; a pair of 1920s blue bead and
sequin motifs, a white bead belt, a
black and red bead dress decoration
and similar beaded items
£80 - 120
29
A length of white bead and sequin
trimming; two spools of French
metallic thread, two spools of silk
thread, woven pink trimming on
original card, a set of woven metallic
thread mats, a panel of black silk
with bead decoration, a length of
white beadwork fringing, a panel of
French embroidery onto a gold
metallic woven background, a length
of black velvet decorated with cut
steel and blue beads and similar
items (a lot)
£80 - 120

30
A collection of trimmings,
comprising 3 metres early 20th
Century French gold metallic lace,
2.6 metres 1920s gold lace, a gold
lace panel and a quantity of smaller
items
£80 - 120
31
A length of 19th Century woven
rose patterned silk; a mid 19th
Century ivory woven silk sash
decorated with holly, 19th Century
silk off cuts, an early 20th Century
lace and ribbon work collar, two
lengths of purple lace, three
embroidered appliqué bunches of
grapes, a length of late 19th Century
rose patterned silk ribbon, a silver
and white sequin and beaded collar,
a beaded bridal head dress, a length
of rose embroidered trim and similar
items
£80 - 120
32
A collection of trimmings,
comprising 1920s beadwork, motifs,
a length of Indian embroidery, a
black and gold bead and sequin
Juliet cap, blue ribbon and a quantity
of 19th Century cream silk
embroidered scraps
£80 - 100
33
A late 19th Century Ottoman fine
cotton cream Turkish towel
embroidered at each end with
colourful reversible design of
stylised plants with gold coloured
flat stitch detail; an early 20th
Century Ottoman towel having a
reversible embroidered pattern of
pink, cream and blue flowers, two
small pieces of Indian embroidery
and a quantity of small embroidered
edgings from Greece
£80 - 120
34
A pair of Qing dynasty Mandarin
rank badges, showing the silver bird
on a blue rock above a gold couched
embroidered sea. The badges are
decorated in blue silk and gilt thread
with a red embroidered sun disk. A
panel of Chinese embroidery onto
pale silk, a square of blue and cream
Chinese embroidery and three
further Chinese embroidered pieces
(7)
£100 - 120

35
A Turkish late Ottoman 19th
Century panel (a pair of towel ends
sewn together) with an embroidered
reversible design of pale orange
flowers surrounded by trailing
branches woven with gold metallic
thread and small blue and cream silk
thread flowers. Two further Turkish
embroidered towel ends worked
with gold metallic thread with blue,
green and red silk embroidered
detail (3)
£120 - 160
36
An early 20th Century panel of
Turkish satin and metallic thread
embroidery on very fine pale
coloured silk with the Tugra Sultans
signature in the centre, 98 x 99 cm.
A colourful late 20th Century
Uzbekistan panel decorated with
chain stitch embroidery onto a pale
coloured background with 2 joins,
153 x 129 cm and two sets of pink
silk and silver coloured metallic
tassels
£80 - 120
37
Approximately 3 metres of Chinese
mauve silk embroidered edging and
an embroidered motif of a lady
seated within a pagoda (2)
£60 - 80
38
A late 19th Century Chinese
embroidered silk purse decorated
with tassels; a small piece of Chinese
embroidery and a pair of Chinese
sleeve bands of ivory coloured silk,
each embroidered with a colourful
satin stitch design of butterflies and
flowers (4)
£80 - 100
39
An early 20th Century Ottoman
souvenir embroidery with silver and
gold metallic thread onto pale
coloured cotton with the tugra
signature in the centre, 92 x 94 cm.
A length of pale coloured floss silk
embroidery 105 x 26 cm, and a
square of pale silk with chain stitch
and gold threadwork butterflies
surrounded by stylised
flowers/foliage 45 x 48 cm (3)
£80 - 120
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40
A pair of Qing dynasty Mandarin
rank badges, showing the silver bird
standing on a rock in the midst of a
turbulent sea with an embroidered
striped deep sea below. The badges
are decorated in blue silk and gilt
thread with a coral bead sun disk.
£150 - 200
41
A panel of early 20th Century
Chinese blue silk embroidered with
a pair of peacocks, cranes and a
blossom tree; a pair of pale blue
Chinese embroidered panels
decorated with Peking knot
embroidery, a Chinese satin stitch
embroidered panel onto an ochre
background and two small round
embroidered items (6)
£100 - 120
42
A late 19th Century black silk
fringed Chinese shawl, embroidered
with large pink and red flowers
surrounded by trailing leaves and
smaller brightly coloured flowers
£180 - 220
43
An early 20th Century fringed black
and gold lamé shawl, with a striking
design of large palm leaves, birds
and colourful flowers
£150 - 250
44
An early 20th Century cream silk
fringed Chinese shawl, embroidered
with large pink flowers surrounded
by colourful birds, trailing stems,
leaves and smaller flowers
£140 - 180
45
An early 19th Century fine woven
cream silk shawl, printed with a
burgundy coloured paisley design.
Length 3.5 m x 170 cm
£120 – 140
46
An early 20th Century lamé shawl
with a black and orange ombre
fringe, decorated with bold pattern
of flowers in blues, yellow, pink and
orange
£150 - 250
47
2.5 metres of 1920s floral patterned
silk chiffon, embroidered with fine
gold metallic thread and backed with
pale pink chiffon. Two lengths of
early 20th Century lamé ribbon (3)
£120 - 160

48
An early 20th Century black silk
devoré shawl, decorated with
stylised brightly coloured flowers.
Approximately 1.5 x 1.5 m. A length
of black lace (2)
£100 - 140
49
An early 20th Century ivory silk
fringed Chinese shawl, embroidered
with large pink and red flowers
surrounded by trailing leaves and
smaller clusters of flowers
£140 - 180
50
A 1920s colourful fringed silk shawl;
a black net embroidered shawl and
an off-cut of 19th Century silk (3)
£80 - 120
51
An early 20th Century black silk
fringed Chinese shawl, with a
densely embroidered design of a
garden radiating from the centre
worked in a vibrant palette of silks,
showing flowers, birds, pagodas and
figures
£140 - 160
52
An early 20th Century black silk
devoré fringed shawl, decorated
with colourful stylised flowers. A
black woven shawl decorated with
brightly coloured flowers (2)
£120 - 160
53
A late 19th Century striped woven
shawl with a mauve fringe, and a
black lace shawl (2)
£120 - 140
54
A 19th Century white and gold
pressed card fan linked with blue
ribbon; an Oriental black and silver
parchment fan, a pale blue silk fan
with bone sticks and guards, the
blue silk leaf decorated with hand
painted flowers and birds and a later
fan with signed scene, pierced faux
mother of pearl sticks and
guards (4 )
£80 - 100

55
A late 19th Century Brussels lace
fan within a silk box, the mother of
pearl sticks and guards decorated
with trailing flowers . A blue/green
silk and net fan decorated with tiny
sequins within a white leather box, a
pierced painted parchment fan from
Indonesia and an early 20th Century
paper fan illustrated with
photographic images of popular
actors (4)
£100 - 120
56
A 19th Century butterfly pattern
lace fan with ivory sticks and
guards; a cream silk and lace fan
signed P Valesque with a central
image of two young women in a
garden and a pale coloured silk fan
embellished with gold sequins,
pierced bone sticks and guards (3)
£100 - 120
57
Late 19th Century bead bag, with an
unmarked white metal frame and
chatelaine clip. A 1920s coloured
metal chain mail evening bag with a
red and blue patterned enamel
frame (2)
£80 - 120
58
A late 19th Century black velvet
evening bag, decorated with
colourful floss silk embroidery, a
19th Century glass beaded drawstring bag with an image of a deer
under an apple tree, a 1920s
Mandalian Mfg. Co. enamel chain
mail yellow evening bag with a metal
clasp, a 1930s crochet bag with an
early plastic cherry branch handle
and decorated with faux cherries
and a silk lined brown beaded velvet
evening bag (5)
£100 - 140
59
A 19th Century black leather ladies
chatelaine bag with a silver clasp
and frame by C.A Asprey & Son,
hallmarked 1881; a late 19th
Century beaded drawstring bag with
an image of dragon flies over a lily
pond and an early 20th Century silk
lined brown velvet evening bag with
studded blue beads, woven metallic
gold thread decoration and handle
(3)
£100 - 140

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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60
A 19th Century black silk reticule
decorated and trimmed with cut
steel beadwork, a colourful
beadwork bag with a green
drawstring top and an incomplete
rose design beaded bag (3)
£80 - 120
61
A 19th Century beaded misers purse
with yellow metal ball and claw
detail at each end; a silver and grey
beaded envelope style evening bag,
a 1920s/1930s petit point
embroidered bag within a glazed
frame, a geometric patterned
beaded evening bag and small
leather lined beaded coin purse (5)
£80 - 120
62
A pale blue beaded 19th Century
reticule with an image of an exotic
bird and a harp; a late 19th Century
floral patterned beaded drawstring
evening purse; a pale mauve silk
purse decorated with gold, white
and pale blue beads, a pink and
peach coloured striped silk envelope
style purse embellished with glass
beadwork and an ivory silk purse
initialled PBM and embroidered with
insects and flowers (5)
£120 - 140
63
A late 19th Century dark red velvet
evening bag embroidered with cut
steel beads and a chain handle; a
late 19th Century floral patterned
bead evening bag with a metal clasp
marked Austria, an early 20th
Century silk and velvet evening bag
with a mother of pearl frame
stamped "E. Gaultier I rue des Petits
Champs Paris" and a painted micro
beadwork effect black velvet evening
bag with an ornate yellow metal
filigree clasp (4)
£100 - 140
64
A 19th Century beadwork tea cosy;
a 19th Century brown leather
drawstring pouch purse decorated
with small panels of beadwork to the
front and back and an early 20th
Century French petit point bag with
a metal clasp and chain marked
"metal core E.F" Made in France (3)
£80 - 120

65
A 19th Century wool and beadwork
seat and chair back; a black silk
embroidered apron, a dark green
panel of woollen cross stitch, two
black aprons embellished with lace
and a small piece of woollen cross
stitch (7)
£60 - 80
66
A 1930s flower blossom wedding
head dress, a 1950s Vyseborough
Model pearl and orange blossom
wedding head band and a small posy
of pale mauve silk flowers (3)
£60 - 80
67
A quantity of early 20th Century
beadwork, comprising flowers and
leaves on wire (a lot)
£60 - 80
68
A quantity of early 20th Century
millinery feathers, some with their
original Paris labels and a length of
pink marabou trim
£80 - 100
69
A 19th Century black silk machine
embroidered parasol with a hand
painted Sevres style handle, a late
19th Century blue silk and gold lace
parasol with a lapis lazuli handle and
a 1920s umbrella with a decorative
celluloid handle (3)
£80 - 120
70
A 19th Century grey and cream silk
bodice; a quantity of 18th Century
silk fragments, a box of gold metallic
embroidery threads, lace edgings, an
oriental panel of black silk
embroidered with a pair of birds,
embroidery silks, handkerchiefs,
baby caps, edgings, brass and metal
buttons
£120 - 140
71
A 1920s ceramic pin doll dressed in
yellow and black, stamped Germany
on the base. A bisque china doll
reclining on a pink silk handkerchief
case, a yellow silk and lace boudoir
cap and miscellaneous small items
£60 - 80
72
A collection of cotton sewing silks,
dress fabric off-cuts, hat veiling,
black lace, textiles and similar items
£40 - 60

73
A collection of 1930s collars,
modesty fronts, buttons, silk
ribbons, small fringed silk
embroidered shawls, a boudoir cap,
a pair of child's gloves, embroidered
trimming, edgings, a quantity of
ladies gloves, a fur tippet and muff (a
lot)
£80 - 120
74
Three feather boas within a
Debenham & Freebody hat box; a
dyed green single Ostrich feather fan
with an early plastic green handle
and a quantity of miscellaneous
feather items within a Marshall &
Snelgrove hat box
£80 - 100
75
A collection of Orlando Projetti
Italian brocade and silk samples
from the Godalming Silk Weaving
Co. Includes striped, plain and floral
examples, most dating from the late
19th to mid 20th Century, many with
their original labels
£150 - 250
76
A 19th Century cross stitch sampler
by Jane Miller, Denne School,
Horsham, Sussex dated 1851; a
black silk fan decorated with hand
painted flowers, a late 19th Century
printed red and black handkerchief,
a pin cushion with ceramic doll head,
mother of pearl buttons, a woven
purse, Irish crochet buttons, a
quantity of late 19th and 20th
Century textiles and children's
clothing
£80 - 120
77
A collection of 1920s/1930s dress
and lining fabrics, including mauve
moss crepe, RAF blue cotton lining
fabric, a bolt of ochre cotton lining
fabric, green crepe, textured navy
blue dress fabric, pale yellow lingerie
fabric, over 3 metres black satin
crepe, turquoise crepe, plain black
crepe and a quantity of smaller
lengths of similar textiles
£40 - 60
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78
A collection of Orlando Projetti
Italian brocade, silk, and flame
stitch Florentine woven samples
and sample books from the
Godalming Silk Weaving Co.
Includes striped, plain and floral
examples, most dating from the late
19th to mid 20th Century
£150 - 200
79
A quantity of early 20th Century
lingerie and baby clothes, including
silk and cotton slips, petticoats,
camiknickers, a pair of white baby
shoes, baby gowns and dresses (a
lot)
£80 - 120
80
A collection of Orlando Projetti
Italian brocade and silk upholstery
samples from the Godalming Silk
Weaving Co. Includes floral and
geometric patterned examples
dating from the 19th to mid 20th
Century
£150 - 250
81
A late 19th Century rust coloured
velvet bonnet trimmed with silk
ribbon; an emerald green silk velvet
muff, an early 20th Century black
straw and silk hat embellished with
feathers and paste trimming, a black
sequin cap trimmed with green
feathers, a cream lace and sequin
head dress and a wide brimmed
straw hat decorated with pink roses
(6)
£80 - 100
82
A collection of early 20th Century
silk and velvet corsage flowers,
including roses and peonies. A pale
pink silk shawl, a 1930s black silk
petticoat, a black lace shawl and a
length of white net
£80 - 120
83
An early 20th Century straw hat
decorated with feathers and faux
fruit; an early 1920s black straw hat
decorated with pink silk flowers, a
1920s silk cloche hat, a Reslaw
brown velvet hat decorated with
pink leaves, a 1930s straw hat
trimmed with yellow ribbon and a
1960s Bremona straw hat (6)
£80 - 120

84
A 19th Century framed stocking top
with Queen Victoria's monogram; a
mid 19th Century cross stitch panel
of Neptune in a Chariot, a 19th
Century cream and black lace cap, a
beaded collar, two 1920s chocolate
boxes, a pair of pleated paper
surrounds composed of botanical
bookplates and a quantity of small
prints within modern frames
£60 - 80
85
A 1920s blue straw hat decorated
with grosgrain ribbon; a 1930s
brown hat embellished with small
silk and velvet flowers, a black straw
hat from France, a 1940s beret style
felt hat, a green silk velvet hat
decorated with mauve flowers, a
brown felt 1940s hat and a quantity
of other vintage hats
£40 - 60
86
A pair of 1940s rust coloured suede
shoes, approximate size 4 UK. A
1920s pink and cream silk hat (with
some restoration), a pair of 1930s
peach coloured stockings within a
pink silk case, a 1930s straw hat, a
black felt trilby hat, a straw hat
decorated with berries, a pair of
1950s black suede gloves
embroidered with small flowers, a
pair of white 1950s beaded evening
gloves and a pair of 1960s novelty
"Beatles" black ballito seamfree
stockings.
£80 - 100
87
A 1930s green and cream flower
patterned wrigglework bedcover
and a 1920s black and cream raffia
parasol decorated with a woven
image of Pierrot (2)
£80 - 100
88
A collection of early plastic and
diamante hat and lapel pin
brooches; a quantity of late 19th
and early 20th Century hair combs,
including Art Nouveau and Art deco
examples
£80 - 120

89
An early 20th Century black plastic
compact with an inlaid image of a
cherub; a 1920s celluloid powder
compact, a 1920s mauve enamel
compact with an image of a lake,
flowers and trees, an early plastic
heart shaped black compact and a
1930s patented sleek black
combined cigarette case and
compact (5)
£80 - 120
90
A collection of late 19th and early
20th Century paste and cut steel
items, including bow shaped dress
ornaments, a buckle, brooch and
similar items
£80 - 120
91
A pair of small Georgian
embroideries onto ivory silk, each
showing a speckled bird surrounded
by tiny gold coloured sequins
beneath a green and blue arch, each
approximately 8 x 13 cm. An early
19th Century green leather and
velvet card case and an early 19th
Century Thomas Rowlandson "The
Fumbler" lacquer snuff box (4)
£80 - 120
92
A late 19th Century buckle of
filigree, cut steel and white enamel
decorated with small pink and
mauve flowers; a set of six small
enamel waistcoat buttons within a
leather box, a set of eight French
green enamel buttons decorated
with tiny pink and blue flowers,
three small non-matching waistcoat
buttons and a yellow metal Art
Nouveau buckle (with alterations)
£80 - 120
93
A set of six late 19th Century A.P &
Cie Paris gilt metal buttons, each
with a central image of a woman's
head and shoulders, four 19th
Century enamel picture buttons and
a set of eight late 19th Century floral
patterned enamel buttons marked
DL Paris
£80 - 100

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
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94
A set of six 19th Century yellow
metal buttons, with a hand painted
central image of a woman
surrounded by white paste stones.
Two unmarked white metal pins and
a matching brooch with the initials
JK. Four small filigree buttons, an
unmarked yellow metal and paste
brooch, hat pins and miscellaneous
items
£80 - 100
95
Six Regency pearl buttons; six 19th
Century blue enamel buttons, 19th
Century carved pearl buttons, a set
of six Edwardian lithographed dog
waistcoat buttons, French enamel
buttons, foil buttons, small uranium
glass buttons, cut steel examples, six
metal and Bakelite buttons and a set
of four 1930s Bakelite buttons with
red centres
£80 - 120
96
A 19th Century unmarked white
metal chain mail purse and
chatelaine clip, with filigree clasp,
enamel bead and foil backed paste
decoration. A 19th Century
unmarked white metal Indian design
chatelaine, a marcasite, amethyst
and split pearl unmarked white
metal brooch, a pair of French bead
and cut steel shoe buckles, a chain
mail drawstring bag, an unmarked
white metal needle case and a pair
of faux tortoiseshell hair prongs
£80 - 120
97
An early 20th Century gold coloured
articulated snake bracelet with red
and green paste decoration; three
mosaic brooches, a green early
plastic coin purse, an early plastic
crescent shaped brooch, a 1920s
green glass scarab beetle necklace
and a pair of marcasite clip-on
earrings
£80 - 120

98
Six 19th Century steel and brass
buttons; a pair of large enamel
buttons, six Whitby jet buttons,
French enamel and cut steel
buttons, six large 19th Century
mother of pearl buttons, eight small
blue enamel buttons, four
Edwardian buttons, four small
enamel buttons decorated with
roses, six late 1930s silver coloured
glass buttons and a quantity of other
antique buttons
£80 - 100
99
A collection of costume jewellery;
comprising four carved plastic
bangles, 1920s and 1930s glass bead
necklaces, an early plastic brown and
ochre bangle, a rainbow crystal
necklace, an unmarked white metal
marcasite ring, an early plastic green
clasp bangle, a lucite bangle
decorated with flowers, a late 1940s
Jewelcraft necklace, a 1960s Monet
neckband and matching bracelet
within a modern blue velvet box
£60 - 80
100
A pair of 1920s china head powder
puffs; a 1920s green and black
make-up compact on a black silk
cord with paste decoration, a silk
1920s powder puff holder with
flapper girl face, a pair of ebony
glove stretchers and a 1920s
celluloid bag frame (6)
£80 - 120
101
A Prince Charles Mauchline
tartanware pin cushion; a Caledonia
tartanware pin cushion, a McLean
tartanware pin cushion, a 19th
Century blue silk pin cushion in the
shape of a basket, a 19th Century
leather card case, a 19th Century
horn brooch in the shape of a
musical horn, a green card and silk
ribbon card case, 19th Century
valentine card, a pair of metal vesta
shoes, a leather pin cushion, a china
and pin cushion figure of Mr
Micawber, a small china doll head, a
1940s pin cushion in the shape of a
clog, a Yardley powder compact box,
nine glass bobbin beads and a 20th
Century silver coloured English
compact
£80 - 120

102
A Napoleonic marquetry strawwork prisoner of war needle case
and a 19th Century mother
of pearl silk ribbon bobbin (2)
£100 - 140
103
An early 20th Century plastic carved
red buckle; a 1930s Art Deco hat pin,
a French 1930s plastic compact box
with clown head detail, a 1930s
clown figure (possibly part of a
buckle), a French buckle marked BTE
SGDG, a 1930s yellow lucite dress
buckle, a hat pin, a 1940s plastic
brooch, a Vivienne Westwood Orb
button and a lucite buckle in the
shape of two elephants with plastic
belt
£80 - 120
104
A late 19th Century green enamel,
marcasite and paste buckle; four
unmarked silver and red enamel
buttons, four French green enamel
buttons decorated with tiny pink and
blue flowers, a pair of 19th Century
glass buttons, five French waistcoat
buttons, two dark blue patterned
enamel buttons, four unmarked
yellow metal buttons with carved
mother of pearl centres and a Bimini
style glass button stamped made in
England
£80 - 100
105
Set of six silver buttons within a
velvet lined green leather case, with
import marks for Samuel Jacob,
London 1910. stamped 925
£60 - 80
106
A 19th Century jet pendant; an
enamel hat pin in original box, a jet
brooch, a jet brooch front, a pair of
19th Century tortoiseshell lorgnette,
a small jet pendant with a hand
painted miniature, a pair of French
opera glasses with blue enamel
decoration, a pair of earrings, a
yellow metal hair slide with mother
of pearl decoration and a chatelaine
hook
£60 - 80
107
A 1920s composition head on plain
wooden stand wearing a knitted
cloche hat and a 1930s head on a
mauve velvet covered stand adorned
with white silk velvet flowers (2)
£60 - 80

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

108
A 1920s celluloid clown figure
powder puff; a 1920s Pierrot
swansdown powder puff, a 1920s
pink swansdown powder puff with a
handle and Japanese face, a small
powder puff with a ceramic jesters
head and a boxed 1930s swansdown
powder puff with a ceramic head of
a clown (5)
£80 - 120
109
A quantity of early 20th Century silk
and velvet millinery flowers and
berries
£40 - 60
110
A 1920s china pin cushion lady
wearing a mauve silk dress edged in
swansdown; a 1930s powder puff
doll in original box, a 1930s mother
of pearl evening bag with pink silk
lining, 1920s Coty L'Aimant powder
within a silk covered box and a tiny
doll head powder puff (5)
£80 - 120
111
A collection of late 19th and early
20th Century buckles and buckle
fronts, including a carved jet
example, a yellow metal filigree
buckle, an early plastic buckle front
decorated with a crinoline lady, a
1930s Art deco green glass and
marcasite buckle, a 1950s carved
wooden cockerel buckle, a quantity
of small pearl buckles and
miscellaneous buckles
£60 – 80
112
A 1940s spotlight silk scarf by Roy
Thirkell depicting theatrical figures
and writers of the time such as Noel
Coward, John Gielgud, Beatrice Lillie,
Ivor Novello, Arthur Askey, Bud
Flanagan and Tommy Trinder and a
French chiffon scarf printed with the
name Anne. (2)
£60 – 80

113
A commemorative silk headscarf
square printed with the message
'Peace In Our Time' and date '1938'
in each corner, the caricature heads
of Hitler, Mussolini, Daladier and
Chamberlain are in the centre
surrounded by illustrations of gas
masks, aeroplanes, the door of
No.10 Downing Street and a
representation of the 1938 Munich
Agreement. A 1970s handbag
leather handbag with an appliqué
design of a girl and a label which
reads SAY inside (2)
£80 - 100
114
A 1970s pale coloured ladies mac
with a fox fur collar; a musquash
and suede coat, a dark brown coney
fur jacket, a 1960s Mornessa pale
coloured three-quarter length faux
fur coat and a quantity of other fur
items
£30 - 40
115
Prada labelled rumpled and crinkled
gold satin three piece catwalk
costume from the Spring/Summer
2009 collection, consisting of a
sleeveless tunic, a jacket with trailing
drawstring tapes and a below knee
pencil skirt with a gathered waistline
and a kick split within a dark navy
Prada box
£100 - 150
116
A quantity of Orlando Projetti
Italian brocade, damask and silk
samples and small original scraps
from the Godalming Silk Weaving
Co. Includes patterned and floral
designs, dating from the early 19th
to mid 20th Century
£150 - 250
117
A collection of fashion and sewing
magazines, dating from the 1920s to
the 1950s
£40 - 60

118
An ivory silk fringed shawl with pink
embroidery; a wool work seat cover;
a panel of 1920s printed silk, ostrich
feathers, a quantity of French glass
buttons, a 1930s dark green silk
velvet cushion cover embroidered
with parrots, a 1940s printed scarf, a
late 1940s evening bag, a 1950s
straw half-hat and a quantity of
miscellaneous trimmings
£60 - 80
119
A large collection of miscellaneous
buttons and studs, to include glass,
metal, early plastic, mother of pearl,
silk and wooden examples (a lot)
£40 - 60
120
A quantity of early 19th Century to
mid 20th Century Orlando Projetti
Italian silk brocade, woven silk
panels and metallic woven samples
from the Godalming Silk Weaving
Co. Includes small sample pieces,
furnishing and light upholstery
weight fabric many with their
original paper labels
£150 - 250
121
A collection of early 20th Century
dressmaking fabric within a leather
suitcase, comprising pale pink lining
fabrics, a bolt of white/cream cotton
suitable for costume making, 1930s
ivory satin, cream moiré silk, early
20th Century brown striped fabric
off cuts, a length of apricot pink
crepe, a length of plain white crepe
and similar textiles
£40 - 60
122
A 1930s ecru lace table cloth; lace
edged hand towels, lace mats, a
panel of midnight blue silk/rayon
velvet devoré, a length of cotton
cheesecloth printed with red images
of women and "1914", a set of Diana
Bloomfield printed linen placemats
for Liberty and a quantity of damask
napkins and other linens
£80 - 120
123
A French 1920s sleeveless pink
dress, decorated with silver coloured
beads and a long sleeved beaded
black evening jacket with fluted cuffs
(2)
£200 - 300
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124
A 1920s pale mauve and white
sleeveless floral patterned bead
evening dress with a scalloped hem
and a black ostrich feather evening
shawl (2)
£200 -300.00
125
An early 20th Century full length
chain stitch embroidered black silk
evening coat, with cross over tie
fastening, shoulder buttons, a large
collar and deep cuffs
£150 - 250
126
An early 20th Century dark blue
velvet evening cape, with a
stencilled hand painted stylised
printed decoration to the hem and
frog fastenings
£150 - 200
127
A 19th Century floral cream silk
dress, with a pleated neckline,
boned bodice with hook and silk
loop fastenings, pointed high
waistline, decorated with cream
braid, colourful silk rosettes and
padded furbelows to the top of the
sleeves and on the front panels of
the skirt
£400 - 600
128
An early 20th Century French
woven silk evening cape with a
black silk lining and a Paris label
"Eliane Montigny". A 1930s black
silk and lace full length evening dress
(2)
£120 – 160
128A
A late 20th Century half tone
lithograph print of 1920s women
within a modern frame. 87 x 66 cm
and an early 20th Century millinery
poster (2)
129
A 1920s floral patterned silk and
devoré evening coat, trimmed with
black velvet and dark blue lustre
faceted beads
£150 - 200
130
An early 20th Century blue silk
kimono robe lined with green silk
and decorated with hand-stencilled
flowers and trailing gold leaves
£150 - 250

131
An early 20th Century ivory satin
wedding outfit, the bodice trimmed
with lace and organza bows and a
deep flounce of lace to the hem of
the skirt
£200 - 300
132
A 1930s peach coloured pleated silk
nightdress with blue shoulder
detail, a pale coloured nightdress
edged with lace and a delicate
embroidered posy of flowers to the
bodice (2)
£100 - 120
133
An early 20th Century full length
voile dress embroidered with tiny
pink flowers, scalloped neckline and
puff sleeves. A white fine cotton
jacket edged with lace (2)
£100 - 140
134
A late 19th Century light brown silk
and velvet two piece wedding outfit
embellished with coloured lace and
velvet ribbon, a boned bodice jacket
with a makers label James Saint &
Co, Aberdeen on the internal
waistband and a separate bustle (3)
£150 - 200
135
A late 19th/early 20th Century
cotton and white work Christening
gown; an early 20th Century
petticoat edged with green ribbon
and a fine cotton 1930s white
nightdress decorated with pink
flowers (3)
£80 - 120
136
A 1930s peach coloured lace and
net dress with a matching jacket; a
pink full length silk housecoat with
ivory silk covered buttons and
embroidered with flowers (2)
£150 - 200
137
A 1920s "Honesty" patterned silver
metallic lace short sleeved threequarter length cocktail dress and a
1930s black silk dress with beaded
detail to the bodice and sleeves (2)
£150 - 200
138
A 1920s sleeveless yellow silk
cocktail dress, with beaded swags of
flowers, a lattice pattern across the
bodice and a scalloped hem
£200 - 300

139
An early 20th Century red silk velvet
evening jacket edged with a border
of silver silk Chinese embroidery by
John Field and Son of Sidmouth. A
dark magenta full length empire line
velvet dress with short gathered
sleeves and a small cape to match
(3)
£120 - 160
140
A 1920s Paris label black and orange
silk velvet opera coat, decorated
with an embroidered gold metallic
stylised border of leaves above the
deep gathered hem
£200 - 300
141
A Swan and Edgar 1950s musquash
fur coat; a 1950s three-quarter
length fur coat, a musquash fur coat
and a 1970s coney fur jacket
£20 - 30
142
A collection of early to mid 20th
Century Orlando Projetti Italian
brocade and silk samples from the
Godalming Silk Weaving Co.
Includes furnishing and light
upholstery weight fabric
£80 - 120
143
A black mid 20th Century Japanese
kimono with a printed floral pattern
across the hem; a black silk kimono
decorated across the hem with
traditional Japanese fan and flower
pattern, a pale pink kimono with
woven pink and grey floral
decoration, a mauve and grey
striped cotton kimono, an aubergine
geometric patterned kimono and
five other kimonos (10)
£40 - 60
144
Ten cotton and silk Japanese
kimonos, dating from the mid 20th
Century
£60 - 80
145
A late 19th/early 20th Century
Chinese black silk embroidered
fringed shawl; a Maltese lace bolero,
four Maltese lace collars, a Juliette
of Paris 1950s black velvet hat, a
pale silk shawl, a bright green table
cloth with matching napkins, a
cream woollen shawl, a gold thread
framed embroidery and a quantity of
household linens
£80 - 120
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146
Two modern display mannequins
with fabric covered polystyrene
torsos on wooden stands
£30 - 40
147
A 1930s Royal DB silk covered
corsetry mannequin with a pink
gathered silk "skirt" on a wooden
stand
£80 - 120
148
A 1920s composition head pin
cushion; a 1930s composition head
wearing a pale mink wrap on a pink
velvet covered stand and a later doll
head with a straw basketwork skirt
(3)
£80 - 100
149
A 1950s moulded composition shop
display mannequin head, and a
wooden fan stand (2)
£80 - 100
150
A mid to late 20th Century painter
plaster shop display mannequin
head, with over-painted features
£60 - 80
151
A 1920s composition flapper girl
display stand on a gold coloured
wooden base and a 1950s
composition gold painted Manning
hat shop display bust (2)
£80 - 120
152
Three 1930s hat stands, one
decorated with a boudoir doll head,
a Pierrot head tea cosy and a
wooden stand (5)
£60 - 80
153
A 1950s composition gold painted
Manning hat shop display bust, and
a pair of 1950s mannequin wicker
shop display stands (3)
£80 - 120
154
A 1920s purple painted wood hat
stand with a figure of a flapper girl
on the front, and a quantity of 1920s
and 1930s wooden shop display hat
stands (8)
£60 - 80

155
A cotton cushion made from a quilt
dated 1819; a 1920s blue silk
cushion with black embroidered
centre, a 1920s Pierrot and Pierrette
printed velvet cushion, a green cross
stitch floral patterned cushion and a
quantity of miscellaneous textiles
£40 - 60
156
A framed 18th Century needlework
sampler by Elizabeth Tomlinson, the
ground embroidered in coloured
silks with naive figures, animals and
geometric motifs. 26 x 20 cm
£100 - 120
157
A pair of early 20th Century
embroidered silk panels within
modern frames
£30 - 40
158
An 18th Century framed silk
embroidered picture of a woman
holding a bird; a framed embroidery
of a young man playing a flute with a
dog at his feet, a pair of 19th
Century framed and glazed silk
embroidered fashionable ladies (4)
£80 - 100
160
A 1920s framed advertising print for
Partners Port and a 1930s wooden
fire screen with foil decoration (2)
£40 - 60
161
A mid 19th Century glazed and
framed Berlin wool embroidery of
flowers and a 19th Century woollen
cross stitch embroidery of two
women within an over painted gold
frame (2)
£40 - 60
162
An early 19th Century framed and
glazed silk embroidery on velvet of
two women gathering wood and a
framed Le Mode collage by Heloise
Leloir (2)
£40 - 60

163
A quantity of 19th Century Les
Modes Parisiennes fashion plates; a
1936 Elliston & Cavell catalogue, five
pen and ink 1930s fashion sketches,
three 1930s advertising cards, a
quantity of Pierrot inspired tins,
velvet and plastic jewellery display
stands, a wood and glass 1930s
photo frame and a collection of
miscellaneous ephemera
£40 – 60
164
A collection of fashion related
books, including The Art of Vogue
Covers, Castle Howard costume, The
1940s House, Novelty Fabrics,
History of Lace, Bakelite Jewellery,
Quentin Bell on Human Finery,
Picture Show albums, 1930s fashion,
Costume in Detail by Nancy Bradfield
and other similar books (a lot)
£60 - 80
166*
A collection of Army uniform hats,
helmets, brown lace-up shoes, black
boots and a pair of brown leather
riding boots
£20 - 30
167
NO LOT
£0 - 0
168
Simon and Halbig bisque socket
head doll, with a brown wig,
sleeping blue/grey eyes, an open
mouth with four upper front teeth,
on a ball-jointed composition body
wearing a lace-trimmed fine cotton
shift. The head is impressed S&H
1909 3 1/2. Length 52 cm
£40 - 60
169
A glazed front opening table top
sloping display cabinet, 122 cm
wide, 45 cm deep and height 15 cm
£50 - 80
170
A small canvas and leather trunk
and suitcase (2)
£30 - 40
171
A 1970s cream Bill Gibb jacket with
embroidered detail and a Bill Gibb
colourful knitted scarf (2)
£100 - 120
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172
A late 1970s yellow cotton
Courréges sundress; a Riga S
patterned linen short sleeved jacket,
a 1980s Harrods floral patterned
bikini with matching wrap, a printed
Japanese haori jacket and a Victor
Edelstein 1980s cream and navy blue
patterned silk jacket with a Harrods
label
£80 - 120
173
An early 20th Century black silk
velvet evening jacket; a Griffin and
Spalding 1950s dark teal silk velvet
dress, a 1950s black velvet jacket, a
late 1950s/early 1960s black cocktail
dress decorated with flowers,
together with a matching full length
skirt and a late 1970s three-quarter
length black crepe coat with satin
detail
£80 - 120
174
A 1930s cream lace full length dress;
a late 1940s Spafford Jones black silk
velvet full length evening or house
coat, a 1950s blue lace cocktail dress
with matching bolero jacket and bag,
a blue velvet evening cape and a pair
of pale blue trousers
£80 - 120
175
A 1920s pale blue silk kimono jacket
with pale pink flowers; a dark
mauve robe embroidered with gold
dragons and a modern purple
Chinese robe (3)
£80 - 120
176
A 1920s black silk kimono
embroidered with cream and pink
flowers and a vibrant blue kimono of
a later date with an embroidered
dragon and trailing flowers (2)
£80 - 120
177
An early 20th Century Chinese black
silk fringed shawl embroidered with
deep pink flowers; a black fringed
shawl decorated with silk and gold
metallic thread flowers and a smaller
blue silk embroidered shawl(3)
£120 - 140

178
An early 20th Century Turkish jacket
embroidered with gold coloured
thread, matching bag and hat; a red
silk shawl with pink and black ombre
fringing and a 1920s gold lace and
embroidered sun visor
£80 - 120
179
A sterling silver chain mail evening
with European import marks for
1907; a black silk evening bag with
an Art Nouveau inspired French
white metal clasp marked 800, a
1930s pleated black fabric evening
bag with a marcasite clasp,a 1940s
black crepe evening bag, a mid
century beaded evening bag, a black
satin 1950s evening bag with
marcasite detail to the clasp and
frame, four evening bags dating
from the 1950s, four powder
compacts (one with matching
lipstick) and a quantity of ladies
gloves
£100 - 120
180
A 19th Century paisley wool shawl;
a late 1960s orange and pink
Merion Mill Welsh wool blanket and
a red and green Welsh wool blanket
(3)
£100 - 150
181
A quantity of late 19th and early
20th Century nightgowns, slips,
chemise and similar garments (a lot)
£80 - 100
182
A 19th Century black silk skirt with
matching jacket; a pair of 1930s pale
yellow silk pyjamas; a full length pale
coloured silk skirt made from a sari,
an ivory satin full length petticoat
and similar lingerie items
£80 - 100
183
A 19th Century commemorative
printed cover with images of Queen
Victoria; a pair of printed silk
patchwork cushion covers, two lace
collars, two early 20th Century white
petticoat skirts, a child's dress and
cape, two black lace stoles, a cream
silk petticoat skirt, four cotton caps,
a panel of black silk, two white
Marcella bedcovers and a quantity of
household linens
£80 - 100

184
A Kennett & Lindsell linen covered
mannequin; a modern metal display
mannequin and a Chantell
reproduction plaster display bust (3)
£80 - 100

PICTURES AND PRINTS
185
Alfred Montague (British, 18321883)
View on the Seine
Oil on board
29.5 x 38cm
£300 - 400
186
John "Jock" Wilson (Scottish, 17741855)
'Skipping off Freshwater, Isle of
Wight'
Oil on canvas
Signed lower right
29 x 50cm
£200 - 300
187
SPQR (British, b. 1970)
Vedran
2008
Stencil spraypaint on canvas
121 x 60cm
£100 - 150
188
Contemporary English School
'Untitled'
Oil on canvas
Signed and dated '03, titled in pencil
verso
61 x 92cm
£20 - 30
189
S.M. Gough
'Meteor III - leading to the schooner
fleet in the Dover to Heligoland
race, 1906'
Oil on board
Signed lower right
16 x 23cm
£40 - 60
190
20th century School
Sailing Ship on Choppy Seas
Oil on canvas
60 x 90cm
£60 - 80
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191
20th century English School
Figure Gathering Wood with Dog
and Cattle
Oil on canvas
Inscribed verso
75 x 100cm
£100 - 200
192
John McCann (English School)
The Fountain
Watercolour
Signed lower right
37 x 27cm
Together with two watercolours by
Vernon Hardy, including 'Mist of
Dawn', signed lower right, 44 x
17.5cm (3)
£20 - 30
193
20th century School
Portrait of a Young Gentleman
Oleograph
60 x 50cm
£40 - 60
194
Henry Hewitt (19th century English
School)
View from the Cliff Edge
Watercolour
Signed and dated 1866 lower left
22.5 x 37cm
Together with a painting of a church,
oil on canvas, signed indistinctly
lower right 24 x 34cm (2)
£40 - 60
195
A Victorian needlework depicting a
floral arrangement, presented in
oval mount, and another similar,
each measuring 23 x 15cm, together
with two Victorian colour prints of
celandine (4)
£20 - 30
196
A silk needlework panel of two
peacocks, 29 x 24cm, and another
(2)
£60 - 80

197
After Maude Goodman (English,
1860-1938)
'When the Heart is Young'
Mezzotint in colours
Published by S. Hildesheimer & Co.
London & Manchester. Printed in
Austria, Copyright 1893 by Fisher
Allen & Schwartz, New York
48 x 72.5cm
Together with 'Love's Awakening',
after Sydney Kendrick and 'To Be Or
Not To Be' after a painting by C.
Haigh Wood (3)
£20 - 30
198
After J. V. De Fleury (fl. 1847-1869)
An Early English Street Scene
Watercolour
Signed
30 x 22cm
Together with a watercolour by
Appleton, dated 1900, signed lower
left (2)
£20 - 30
199
Sergio Collvot
Sailing boats Venice
Signed and dated 1993
52cm x 65cm
£150 - 250
200
Emily Jane Harding Andrews
(English, fl. 1877-1898)
Portrait of a Young Man, possibly of
John Harding MC Royal Artillery
Watercolour
Signed 'E.J. Harding Andrews' and
dated 1917 middle left
44.5 x 34.5cm
£20 - 30
201
19th century English School
Portrait of a Young Girl
Oil on canvas
49.5 x 38cm
£20 - 30
202
19th century British School
Picking Flowers
Oil on canvas
25 x 19.5cm
£20 - 30
203
Thomas Henry Gibb (English,
b.1833)
Figure Gathering Wood
Watercolour
Signed lower left 'T.H. Gibb'
21 x 30cm
£20 - 30

204
After Samuel John "Lamorna" Birch,
RA, RWS (English, 1869-1955)
Cornish Landscape
Oil on board
Signed lower left
31 x 39cm
£200 - 300
205
19th century English School
Docking the Boat by the Cathedral
Oil on board
26 x 20cm
Together with an oil painting of a
mountain and lake, presented in an
oval frame, 34cm in diameter (2)
£40 - 60
206
After Sir William Russell Flint
(English, 1880-1869)
Portrait of a Lady
Limited edition print, Golden Green
Editions, numbered 213/850
37 x 22.5cm
Together with two further prints,
titled in pencil lower right 'Madame
du Barry as a Bacchante' and
'Madame du Barry - the Reclining
Beauty' (3)
£20 - 30
207
Tabitha Salmon (English, b.1955)
St Moritz
Limited edition print, numbered
20/275
Signed in pencil lower right
39 x 52cm
Together with two further signed
prints by Salmon, 'The Races' and
'Confidante', each with Certificate of
Authenticity verso (3)
£20 - 30
208
Sturgen (20th century English
School)
Bell Hotel
Print
Signed in pencil lower right
44 x 78cm
Together with an etching of
Magdalene Street c. 1920, reprinted
1979, 19.5 x 13cm (2)
£20 - 30
209
20th century Continental School
Moret-Sur-Loing
Oil on board
Signed indistinctly lower right
28.5 x 34cm
£100 - 150
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210
Thomas Burke (1749-1815) after
Angelica Kauffman (1741-1807)
Lady Northwick with Daughter
Engraving
33 x 26cm
Together with further prints after
Kauffman and others, each
presented in oval mounts (4)
£20 - 30
211
20th century Oriental School
Dancing Girls
A pair of paintings on cloth
81 x 27cm
Together with another (3)
£20 - 30
212
Francis Chesham After Thomas
Walmsley
'Select Views of the Isle of Wight, &
Its Environs', Plates 2 and 4
Prints
Each measuring 54 x 71cm (2)
£20 - 30
213
After William Heysham Overend
(British, 1851-1898)
London Bridge
Print
Signed lower right
16.5 x 25cm
Together with further prints, many
depicting scenes of 19th century
London life, one after M.W. Ridley,
another of a Tuscan landscape after
D. Brousse,
Horst Rosemann (German, b.1927)
Rothenburg
Etching in colours
Signed and titled in pencil
26.5 x 21cm
Together with another by the same
hand, Am Plan Lein, also signed
A collection of maps, including 'The
Countie Pallatine of Lancaster
described and divided into hundreds,
1610', a map of Gascogne and
Kiedrich
£40 - 60
214
William Lionel Wyllie (English, 18511931)
'Cowes Week Yacht Racing'
Engraving
Signed in pencil lower left
10 x 38cm
Together with a second print by the
same hand, 'The Needles' (2)
£200 - 300

215
William Lionel Wyllie (English, 18511931)
'Hot Walls, Portsmouth'
Engraving
Signed in pencil lower left
London, published in 1911 by W.R.
Howell & Co, printed by Chas Welch
20 x 39cm
£150 - 250
216
After Leonard Campbell Taylor RA
(1874-1969)
The Sampler
Print
Signed lower left, titled verso
53 x 44.5cm
Together with
After Isaac Snowman (1873-1947)
'Confidences'
Print
52 x 38cm
And another print after Campbell
Taylor depicting a violinist, and
others (5)
£20 - 30
217
Gianni (Late 19th/Early 20th
century Italian)
Neapolitan Street Scene with Arches
Watercolour
Signed lower left
40 x 18cm
Together with F. Krostewitz after
Corot
Figure in Wooded Landscape
Print
Signed in pencil lower right
And further prints (4)
£50 - 70
218
P. Goodfellow (20th century English
School)
Abstract Composition
Oil on canvas
Inscribed verso
43 x 29cm
Together with a second oil painting,
initialled 'ALIT' and dated '96 lower
right, 38.5 x 38.5cm (2)
£30 - 40
219
20th century English School
Coastal Scene with Boats and
Fishermen
Oil on canvas
Signed indistinctly lower right
36 x 72cm
£30 - 40

220
Fulton (20th century)
Sailing Ships at Sea
Oil on canvas
Signed lower right
49.5 x 61cm
Together with another oil painting,
depicting a sailings on rough seas, 39
x 49cm (2)
£40 - 60
221
20th century English School
Figure in Rural Landscape
Oil on board
19 x 24cm
Together with another oil painting,
depicting mountains and a lake, 33
x44cm (2)
£30 - 40
222
Emberson
Portrait of a Young Boy with Pipe
Watercolour
Signed 'Emberson, Wimbledon'
lower right
29 x 19cm
Together with 'Girl with a Broom', an
oil painting after Rembrandt, 24 x
18cm, and a portrait of a gentleman,
signed indistinctly lower right (3)
£60 - 80
223
Continental School
Fairies in the Garden
Watercolour
28 x 50cm
£50 - 70
224
Francesco Bartolozzi (1727-1815)
after Sir Joshua Reynolds
'Jane Countess of Harrington'
Engraving
24 x 19cm
Together with another by Bartolozzi
entitled 'Lady Smythe' and two
further prints (4)
£20 - 30
225
Frank Sternberg (British, 1858-1924)
Portrait of a Young Lady
Mezzotint
Published by Virtue & Co. London
Signed in pencil lower right
32 x 27cm
Together with another Sternberg
print, and another (3)
£20 - 30

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

226
English School
Gentleman Painting By the Sea
Oil on board
18.5 x 13.5cm
Together with a collection of framed
prints, including portraits of children
and cherubs, 19th century prints of
architecture in London and Oxford,
and a print of 'The New Avonmouth
Dock, Near Bristol' (qty)
£30 - 40
227
Lenny Norsworthy (20th century
English School)
'A View from the South Downs'
Mezzotint
Signed in pencil lower right
24 x 34cm
Together with a limited edition print
by David Suff, 'Hidcote II', signed,
dated 1987 and numbered 5/200, a
pencil sketch of a bridge and further
works (7)
£30 - 40
228
John Cother Webb (British, 18551927)
Mother and Daughter
Print
Published in 1918 by G.J. Howell,
London
Signed in pencil lower right
47 x 33cm
Together with two further prints,
one a portrait of a lady, signed
indistinctly in pencil lower right, and
the other 'Henry and Emma - To
Lady Williams Wynne' (3)
£40 - 60
229
JMC (19th century)
Sailing Ship with Windmill
Watercolour
Signed and dated 1858 lower right
14.5 x 10cm
Together with two further nautical
watercolours, a painting of a ship on
glass, a print and two display boxes
of boat knots, one for the boat
'Belem' (7)
£50 - 70

230
K. Baxendale (20th century English
School)
Abstract Landscape
Artist's Proof
Signed and dated 1996 in pencil
lower right
10 x 40cm
Together with an early 20th century
watercolour by Arthur Cottam,
signed, a watercolour by M. Flatt,
'Sunset on Romney Marshes' and
further landscape paintings (5)
£30 - 40
231
A pair of Indian paintings on glass,
one depicting men on horseback
hunting deer, 12 x 8cm, together
with a further work depicting a
couple courting, 15.5 x 9cm (3)
£20 - 30
232
Asian School
Bird with Blossom
Print
32.5 x 18cm
Together with further artworks
depicting animals, some signed, and
a print of Chinese polo players (qty)
£30 - 40
233
Ann Fraser (20th century English
School)
'Ipomaea Tricolor - Heavenly Blue'
Watercolour
Signed and dated 1990 lower right
45 x 34cm
Together with an earlier painting of
flowers, presented in oval frame and
inscribed indistinctly verso, an
abstract work signed and dated '89,
a limited edition print depicting
'Daises at Calcot, Cirencester',
signed, and a watercolour from 'An
Exhibition of Travel and Still Life
Watercolours and Drawings', ex.
Derek Johns (5)
£60 - 80
234
A David Shepard Elephant print.
Numbered 403/850. Signed in pencil
bottom right.
£60 - 80

235
William Horton (20th century
English School)
'Hillocks Wood Herons'
Gouache
1984
Signed in pencil lower left
18 x 25cm
Together with another by the same
hand, a print entitled 'Ravene
Young', limited edition no. 41/50,
signed indistinctly and dated '68 in
pencil, and further works (5)
£30 - 40
236
Jill Garrett (20th century)
'Masquerade'
Watercolour
Initialled in pencil lower right and
inscribed verso
41.5 x 30.5cm
Together with a silk embroidered
needlework of flowers, and three
further works on paper (5)
£30 - 40
237
B.A. Peckham
'Buckler's Hard from Gilbury'
Watercolour
Signed and dated '91 lower left
25.5 x 36cm
Together with a limited edition print,
'Longdown' by the same hand, a
watercolour of a figure in rural
village, inscribed 'Godshill' and
initialled and further works (qty)
£30 - 50
238
Rita Briansky (20th century)
'Sisters'
Etching and aquatint, numbered 3/9
Signed in pencil lower right,
inscribed lower left
17.5 x 15cm
Together with a limited edition print
of a nude female amongst flowers,
signed indistinctly lower right, and
two further works (4)
£40 - 60
239
Miranda Donovan (British, b.1979)
'Laugh at Yourself'
Oil and mixed media on board,
encased in perspex box
Signed, dated 2006 and inscribed in
pencil verso
30.5 x 40.5 x 4.5cm
£200 - 300

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

240
'Blood on Paper - The Art of the
Book' by Elena Foster and Rowan
Watson, published on occasion of
the exhibition held at the Victoria
and Albert Museum, 2008,
comprising reproductions of works
from a number of 20th and 21st
century artists to include Jean
Dubuffet, Sam Francis, Daniel Buren,
Jean-Marc Bustamante, Cai GuoQiang, Damien Hirst, Sol LeWitt and
many more, presented in a clothcovered box, Ivorypress
£100 - 200
241
After Enrico Baj (Italian, 1924-2003)
'La Cravate ne vaut pas une
Medaille'
A collection of collages and
screenprints on wove paper, many
of which foldout, together with a
collage tie in plastic sleeve
Limited edition, numbered 133/160
and signed on the LEGO cover and
inside the portfolio
Published by Rousseau
40 x 40 x 7cm
£200 - 300
242
Pogany
Springtime Trees
Pastel on paper
Signed lower right
22 x 27cm
Together with another signed pastel
depicting a landscape, by the same
hand, 35 x 26cm (2)
£20 - 30
243
D.J. Pound after John Watkins
Sir Charles Eastlake
Engraving
Inscribed outside margins
21.5 x 17cm
Together with an assortment of 18th
and 19th century prints, including
portraits of James Barry, John
Raphael Smith, Robert Smirke,
Joseph Farrington, an engraving by
Stodart from the bust by T. Brock of
J.H. Foley RA., an inscribed print of
William Wyon, and an engraving of
Thomas Gainsborough by Bartolozzi
(qty)
£40 - 60

244
Joseph Parkin Mayall (1839-1922)
'Thomas Oldham Barlow R.A.'
Photogravure after a photograph
Published in London by Sampson
Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington
16.5 x 21cm
Together with a further seven plates
from the collection 'Artists at Home
Photographed by J.P. Mayall' c.
1884, including portraits of Poynter,
W.C. Marshall, J.E. Millais and other
Royal Academicians (8)
£20 - 30
245
Henry Le Keux (1787-1868) after J.C.
Buckler
'Hengrave Hall - The Gatehouse'
Print
22 x 16.5cm
Together with views of Osborne
House, Badminton House, Berkley
Castle, Brancepeth Castle,
Chatsworth House, Cranbourne,
Hever Castle in Kent, Hylton Castle,
Upton House and a number of other
antique prints of English country
houses and castles (qty)
£30 - 40
246
J. Heath and A. Freebairn after F.
Mackenzie
'Interior of the Chapel, Ashridge;
Looking Towards the Altar'
28.5 x 20.5cm
And collection of four further prints
depicting Ashridge after Mackenzie
Together with prints of Eaton Hall,
Bryanston, Fisherwick, Gibside,
Lambton Hall, Ravensworth Castle,
Streatlam Castle, Fonthill Abbey in
Bristol, and a number of views of
Westmoreland (qty)
£30 - 40
247
Richard Houston (1743-1822) After
Johann Zoffany (1733-1810)
'James Sayer - Aged 13 Years'
Mezzotint, on laid paper
Circa 1772
51.5 x 36cm
£20 - 40

248
Stuart Davis (American, 1892-1964)
Rum
Limited edition black and white print
numbered 6/30 lower left
Signed in pencil lower right
33 x 24cm
Together with a lithograph After
Eugene Boudin (French, 1824-1898),
15.5 x 11cm (2)
*This Lot may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights
£40 - 60
249
Mary Fedden RA (British, 19152012)
'Lamplight'
Limited edition coloured lithograph
on wove, 22/75
Signed, titled and numbered in
pencil
42 x 60cm
*Artist's Resale Right may apply to
this lot
£40 - 60
250
Jacques Villon (French, 1875-1963)
'Figure de Femme'
Etching on wove
1951
Signed in plate
24.5 x 19cm
£50 - 80
251
After Robert Rauschenberg
(American, 1925-2008)
'Earth Day 22 April'
Offset lithograph
Signed and dated '70 middle bottom
85 x 64.5cm
*This Lot may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights
£150 - 250
252
Dieter Roth (Swiss, 1930-1998)
'Gesammelte Werke'
Limited edition print, numbered
16/50
Signed and dated '86 lower left
100 x 70cm
£100 - 200
253
Dieter Roth (Swiss, 1930-1998)
'Gesammelte Werke'
Limited edition print, numbered
18/50
Signed and dated '86 lower left
100 x 70cm
£100 - 200

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

254
Dieter Roth (Swiss, 1930-1998)
'Gesammelte Werke'
Limited edition print, numbered
15/50
Signed and dated '86 lower left
100 x 70cm
£100 - 200
255
Dieter Roth (Swiss, 1930-1998)
'Gesammelte Werke'
Limited edition print, numbered
14/50
Signed and dated '86 lower left
100 x 70cm
£100 - 200
256
A large quantity of assorted prints,
including engravings after Robert
Morison, late 17th century, together
with other works, mainly botanical
and architectural, and loose pages
from 'Anno Regni Georgii Regis',
18th century (qty)
£30 - 40
257
A collection of coloured prints
depicting birds, including the
Hooded Chat, the Gilded Cuckoo, the
Pied Fly Catcher and the Stormy
Petrel, together with further works,
mainly botanical and architectural
(qty)
£20 - 30
258
A collection of three silkscreens of
female nudes printed in colours,
each signed and dated in ink, the
larger two measuring 45 x 30cm,
blindstamped 'Bresdin Japon', 1978,
with full margins, on wove paper (3)
£60 - 80
259
German School
Group Embrace
Engraving
Signed indistinctly 'A Mutter' (?) in
pencil lower right
11 x 9.5cm
Together with a drawing of a pencil
gentleman, probably 18th century,
inscribed 'Reitlinger Collection' (2)
£20 - 30

260
Israhel van Meckenem the Younger
(c.1445 - 10 November 1503)
The Knight and Lady
Engraving, c. 1480
Initialled 'I.M'
16 x 11cm
£60 - 80
261
A portfolio of prints, curated by
Zehn Jahre Galerie d'Art Moderne,
1954-1955, comprising five of the
original ten lithographs, including
work by Walter J. Moeschlin, Theo
Eble, Eduardo Bargheer, Walter
Bodmer and one other, each signed
and dated in pencil, with title-page
and justification, this copy numbered
106 on the back cover, on wove
paper, loose as issued in the original
paper folder, 50 x 34.5cm
£50 - 80
262
Gilles Demarteau (1722-1776) after
J.B. Huet
'Le Midi'
Coloured engraving
31.5 x 44cm
Together with another by the same
hand, entitled 'Le Soir' and further
prints
£30 - 40
263
A collection of four costume
designs, depicting ladies in dresses,
watercolour and pencil, each
approximately 31 x 39cm (4)
£20 - 30
264
After William P Sherlock (fl. 17591806) after David Cox
Kenilworth Castle
Etching
18 x 24.5cm
Together with a large quantity of
assorted prints and drawings,
presented in a paper folio (approx.
38)
£20 - 30
265
W.J. Boddy (Early 20th century)
'The Cloisters - St Albans'
Pencil, ink and wash
Signed, titled and dated 1905 lower
right
25.5 x 18cm
Together with further watercolours
and prints, mainly ecclesiastical
£20 - 30

266
Cora Gordon (nee Josephine Turner)
(English, 1879-1950)
'Northern Albanian Market Women'
Pen drawing
Signed lower left, and inscribed in
pencil verso
27 x 21cm
Together with other signed works by
Gordon, including a watercolour of a
townscape (qty)
£20 - 30
267
After Henri-Charles Guérard (18461897)
Eva Gonzales, after the painting by
Eduoard Manet, 1870
Print
Pencil inscription outside margins
and verso
14 x 9.5cm
Together with further prints (4)
£20 - 30
268
A conveyance deed signed by
Captain Edward George Spencer
Churchill, dated 22nd May 1928
Together with three maps of
Staffordshire, one published by
Badeslade, 1741, 16 x 16cm, and two
others featuring 'The Arms of
Stafford' (4)
£30 - 40
269
Beth Lipscomb
'The Hand and Flower Pub, London'
Artist's Proof
Signed and titled in pencil
30 x 22.5cm
£20 - 30
270
Robert Doisneau (French, 19121994)
'Midi A La Fonderie Rudler'
December 1949
Photograph
Signed lower right, inscribed and
dated verso
24 x 29.5cm
£20 - 30
271
A collection of prints depicting
buildings in London, including
'Hoxton Hospital', 'Guild Hall',
'Bethlehem Hospital', 'St. James
Palace', 'A Perspective View of the
Bank of England', 'Somerset House',
'The Royal Exchange', and others
(qty)
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

272
A collection of antique maps of
London, including Southwark,
Shoreditch, St Mary Rotherhith,
Langborn and Candlewick Ward,
together with engravings depicting
various plans for the rebuilding of
the City of London after the Great
Fire in 1666, and further plates (qty)
£30 - 40
273
Leon Pierocha
'Half-moon Range'
Limited edition print, numbered
9/70
Signed and titled in pencil lower
right, and initialled and stamped ’68
lower left
67.5 x 96cm
Together with Matthew Barney
(American, b.1967)
'De Lama Lamina'
2004
C-Print
Signed in silver pen
80 x 60cm
And further prints, including Moving
Blocks, Artist's Proof numbered
16/25, signed indistinctly and a
lithograph, 'Help', limited edition no.
18/40, indistinctly signed and dated
1992 (5)
£30 - 50
274
Thomas Cook (1744/5-1818) after
William Hogarth
'Royal Masquerade - Somerset
House'
Engraving
Printed at Hay Market, 1805
45 x 56cm
Together with further 19th century
prints, including F. Bacon after W.
Hunt, 'Prayer', a portrait of John Earl
of Chatham and others (qty)
£30 - 50
275
Alistair Frant (?) (20th century
School)
'Knights'
Limited edition print
Signed indistinctly in pencil lower
right
57.5 x 80.5cm
Together with another print, signed
(2)
£20 - 30

276
D.G. Elliot
'Bucephala Islandica' and 'Graculus
Cincinnatus'
Lithographic prints by Bowen & Co,
Philadelphia
46 x 59cm and 59 x 46cm
Together with further prints of birds,
'Leaves from the Book of Nature'
and others (qty)
£30 - 40
277
19th century English School
The Oxford Drag, Plates 1 & 3
Prints, published by J. Ryman
35 x 53cm
Together with 'Genuine Bang Up!', a
print after John Clark by Lieutenant
Downman, and another (4)
£30 - 40
278
C. Bertrand after Carl Werner
'Virgil's House, Brindisi'
Engraving
21.5 x 15.5cm
Together with further prints, many
depicting Naples, and an antique
advertising poster for the 1831
performance of Masaniello, TheatreRoyal, Manchester (qty)
£30 - 40
279
Christopher Machell (1747-1827)
'Thornton College, Lincolnshire'
Pen and wash
Inscribed in pencil
27 x 19cm
Together with a large quantity of
assorted sketches and watercolours
by the same hand, depicting
landscapes and architecture in
Cumbria and Yorkshire (qty)
£50 - 70
280
Paul Gauci after George Stanfield
'Upper Terrace Avenue, Hampstead
Heath'
Print
23 x 35cm
Together with further prints after
H.W. Brewer, signed in pencil lower
left, a depiction of the 1813 Battle of
Queenston, engraved by T.
Sutherland after Major Dennis, and
antique maps of Spain and Germany
(qty)
£30 - 40

281
20th century
Orange and Green Constellation
Screenprint
68/150
Signed illegibly and dated '73 lower
right
95 x 66cm
Together with a Jasper Johns poster
for Philadelphia Museum of Art 1970
exhibition (2)
£20 - 30
282
Dolf Rieser (South African, 18931983)
'The Wave'
Artist's Proof
Signed and titled in pencil
74.5 x 45cm
Together with a second work by
Rieser, a print after Pierre Soulages
(French, b.1919), a signed limited
edition print by Michael Felmingham
(British, b.1935) entitled
'Reflections', an Artist's Proof
entitled 'Moulin Rouge' by Edmund
Haller and others (qty)
£30 - 40
283
A collection of photographs,
including 'Vue de Jerusalem',
inscribed, 24.5 x 33cm, together with
a picture depicting boys and their
teacher at an Arabic school (4)
£30 - 40
284
Turkish School
‘Solimanus Bassa von Ofen Capt A'
Caesareanis die XVII. Aug 1599’
Engraving
Inscribed ‘Soliman Bassa’ outside
plate margins
15.5 x 12cm
Together with further Middle
Eastern prints, some 17th century,
including portraits of ‘Amurath III’
and ‘Amurath IV’, naval scenes and
‘Le Carnval des Turcs and La Fete d’
Hussein’, after B. Bernaerts (10)
£60 - 80

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

285
Piringer after Preault
Vue du Kioak des Eaux Douches
D’Asie
Print
21 x 36.5cm
Together with two prints after
Pasini, ‘Persepoli’ and ‘E Della
Borgata di Sultanie’, a print of ‘Beit
Jebrin’, and two further Middle
Eastern plates, of similar dimensions
(6)
£80 - 100
286
Swiss School
Bare Trees in the Snow
Watercolour
Signed indistinctly lower right
24.5 x 32cm
Together with two limited edition
Swiss prints, including one of the
Lake of Lucerne, three prints after
Thomas du Moncel and others (9)
£60 - 80
287
After Thomas du Moncel (French,
18th/19th century)
A collection of prints, to include
copies of ‘Chateau du Chatelard a
Clarens’, ‘A Zurich’, and ‘Sion’, the
largest measuring 18 x 30cm
Together with a pencil drawing of a
house by a lake, signed ‘Frey’ and
titled ‘Chatelart’, 28 x 46cm (10)
£30 - 40
288
Delpech after Constant Bourgeois
The Lucerne Bridge
Lithograph
1822
16.5 x 25cm
Together with a 17th century copper
engraving portraying the
genealogical tree of the Royal Family
of Saxony, 1123-1596, 43 x 57cm,
and further antique Swiss prints,
some costume design (10)
£80 - 120
289
Douglas Ian Smart (1879-1970)
Santa Maria della Salute, Venice
c. 1921
Mezzotint
Signed in pencil lower right
19.5 x 28.5cm
Together with a coloured copy of
this work, and further works by the
same hand, including a print of
sailing boats, a print of a cathedral, a
zincograph and further prints (7)
£80 - 120

290
Jan Sadeler (Dutch, 1550-1600) after
Marten de Vos
‘St. Macarius’
Engraving
16.5 x 20cm
Together with another by the same
hand, ‘Guduvaldus’, a group of three
colour lithographs from the House of
the Vettii at Pompei, to include
Amorini Vendemmiatiori, Amorini
Farmacisti and Corse di Bighe, each
measuring 21.5 x 55cm, 18th century
astrological sign prints, ‘Le Cancer’
and ‘Le Lion’, plates from Atlas
Celeste de Flamsteed and further
prints (9)
£80 - 100
291
Thomas Lupton (English, 1791-1873)
after J.M.W. Turner
‘The Source of the Arveron in the
Valley of Chamouni Savoy’
Engraving
Published in 1860 by P&D Colnaghi
21 x 28.5cm
Together with a print of a lake after
William Russell Flint (2)
£30 - 40
292
Robert Sargent Austin R.A. (British,
1895-1973)
‘Meddicanti (Beggars)’
Etching
Signed and dated 1914 in pencil
lower right
11 x 9.5cm
£40 - 60
293
19th century
‘Grand National Cricket Match’,
Sydney 1857
Print, dedicated to J. Fowles
30 x 43cm
£30 - 40
294
Vetusta Monumenta (Ancient
Monuments)
Plans, Views, Elevations, and
Sections of the Tower of London and
of the Temple Church
A quantity of plates from volumes IV
and V of the series published by the
Society of Antiquaries of London in
the early 19th century, including a
number of engravings by James
Basire after Frederick Nash, sheet
size 53 x 27cm (approx. 34 plates)
£40 - 60

295
Janette Anderson
'Church in Positano'
Print
73 x 48cm
Published by Wizard & Genius,
Switzerland, 1997
Together with 'Landscape in
Andalucia' (2)
£20 - 30
296
A David Shepard limited edition
print. 'Elephants of The Tsavo
National Park' signed in pencil
bottom right, number 39/185 in gilt
frame.
£500 - 800
297
A 19th century carpet picture, after
Monnoyer, 66cm x 60cm
£200 - 300
298
19th century British School
Mountain View with Figure
Oil on canvas
21 x 46cm
Ex. Agnews, Exchange St.
Manchester, partial label verso
Together with another landscape
signed lower right E.F. Barrett,
watercolour, 27.5 x 42cm (2)
£20 - 30
299
20th century American
'Ice Skater'
Limited edition print, numbered
87/500
Signed indistinctly, titled and dated
1991 in pencil
28 x 21cm
Together with Melanie Taylor Kent
(American Contemporary)
Statue of Liberty
Print
Signed lower middle
83 x 62cm
Together with a photograph of the
Empire State Building, signed Henri
Silberman (3)
£20 - 40
300
19th Century Chinese School.
Three masted Pirate Junk in choppy
seas.
Oil on oval panel 8.5cm x 6.5cm
Provenance: by repute of vendor the
property of Commodore Demetrio
Cinatti, Governor of Macau circa
1880.
£30 - 40
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BOOKS AND MAPS
301
THROWER (Norman, J.W.) A Leaf
from the Mercator-Hondius World
Atlas - Edition of 1619, Stone &
Lorson, Fullerton, California, edition
limited to 115 copies, this one of 89
quarter-bound in vellum
£30 - 40
302
Books - 'The Cornhill Magazine',
Volumes 1-9., 1860, published by
Smith, Elder & Co., London, bound in
part leather with marble boards and
gilt littering to spine (9)
£30 - 40
303
SHAKESPEARE (William) 'The
Pictorial Edition of the Works of
Shakespeare' including 'Comedies',
Vols. I & II, 'Histories', Vols. I &II and
'Tragedies', Vols. I &II, Edited by
Charles Knight, Published by Charles
Knight & Co., London, c. 1840 (6)
£20 - 30
304
EGAN (Pierce) The Finish to the
Adventures of Tom, Jerry, and Logic,
in their Pursuits Through Life in and
Out of London, with coloured
illustrations by Robert Cruikshank, c.
1869, John Camden Hotten, London,
marbled endpapers, TEG
£20 - 30
305
RUSKIN (John) 'Praeterita - Outlines
of Scenes and Thoughts Perhaps
Worthy of Memory in my Past Life',
Vols. 1-3, First Edition, Published by
George Allen, Kent, 1886, with steel
engravings and plates, marbled
endpapers, AEG (3)
£50 - 70
306
FLEMING (Ian) The Man with the
Golden Gun, First Edition with dust
wrapper, 1965, Published by
Jonathan Cape, London, Printed by
Richard Clay
£100 - 150
307
FLEMING (Ian) Thunderball, First
Edition with dust jacket, 1961,
Published by Jonathan Cape,
London, printed by Richard Clay
£100 - 150

308
THORNBURY (Walter) Old and New
London: A Narrative of Its History,
Its People, and Its Places, Vols. 1-6,
Cassell & Company, London, c.1890
£30 - 40
309
THOMSON (George) Collection of
the Songs of Burns, Sir Walter Scott,
and other Eminent Lyric Poets,
Ancient and Modern, united to the
Select Melodies of Scotland and of
Ireland and Wales, with Symphonies
and Accompaniments for the
Pianoforte, 6 volumes bound as 2,
printed by Preston and G. Thomson,
Edinburgh, c. 1822, each volume is
signed on the title page by George
Thomson, the friend of Burns, and
the signature of J.G. Burns, a son of
the famous poet, 8vo, newly bound
in half light brown calf, gilt backs and
leather labels, bound by Bayntun (2)
£40 - 60
310
MOORE (Thomas) Irish Melodies,
with illustrations by Duncan MacLise,
R.A., First edition, printed by
Longman, Brown, Green &
Longmans, London, 1846, 4to, red
morocco, gilt ruled and floral border,
bound by Hayday, rebacked
incorporating original backstrip, AEG
£20 - 30
311
IRVING (Washington) 'Old
Christmas: From the Sketchbook of
Washington Irving, Illustrated by R.
Caldecott', 1876, First edition,
together with 'Bracebridge Hall',
1877, First edition, both published
by Macmillan & Co., London, AEG,
green leather bound with gilt
decoration and lettering, bound by
Riviere & Son (2)
£30 - 40
312
SOUTHEY (Robert) 'Joan of Arc - An
Epic Poem', Vols I & II, 2nd edition,
with engraving of the 'Maid of
Orleans', printed by N. Biggs for
Joseph Cottle, Bristol, 1798, gilt
spine labels and marbled endpapers,
AEG (2)
£50 - 70

313
WATSON (Richard) 'Anecdotes of
the Life of Richard Watson, Bishop
of Landaff', Vols. I & II, Second
Edition, 1818, printed for T. Cadell
and W. Davies, London, with
engraving by W. Fry, gilt decoration
to spine and marbled endpapers (2)
£20 - 30
314
JAMESON (Mrs) 'The History of Our
Lord, As Exemplified in Works of
Art', in two volumes, Second Edition,
1865, Published by Longman &
Green, London, together with
further works by Jameson - 'Legends
of the Monastic Orders', 1867 and
'Legends of the Madonna', 1864,
brown leather bound with gilt
decoration and lettering, marbled
endpapers, AEG (4)
£30 - 40
315
DICKENS (Charles) 'Master
Humphrey's Clock', in three
volumes, First Edition, with
illustrations by George Cattermole
and Hablot Browne, 1840, Published
by Chapman and Hall, London (3)
£60 - 80
316
CARLYLE (Thomas) Oliver
Cromwell's Letters and Speeches,
Vols. 1-3, with engraving by Francis
Hall after Cooper, Second Edition,
1846, Chapman and Hall, London,
brown leather bound, marbled
edges (3)
£30 - 40
317
PENDENNIS (A.) (William Thackeray)
The Newcomes, Vols. 1 and 2, First
edition, 1854, Illustrated by Richard
Doyle, Published by Bradbury &
Evans, London, leather binding with
marbled boards
Together with LEVER (Charles) Jack
Hinton, the Guardsman, 1873,
Published by Chapman and Hall,
London, with illustrations by H. K.
Browne, and COCKTON (Henry) The
Life and Adventures of Valentine Vox
the Ventriloquist, undated,
Willoughby & Co, London (4)
£30 - 40
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318
KINGSLEY (Rev. Charles) The WaterBabies - A Fairy Tale for a Land-Baby,
with two illustrations by J. Noel
Paton, R.S.A., First edition, 1863,
Published by Macmillan & Co.,
London, later bound with dragonfly
gilt decoration, TEG
£60 - 80
319
IRVING (Washington) Old Christmas
- From the Sketch Book of
Washington Irving, Illustrated by R.
Caldecot, 4th Impression, 1882,
Published by Macmillan & Co.,
London, dark green buckram
binding, ornately illustrated in gilt to
front board and spine
Together with IRVING (Washington)
The Alhambra, Vol. 1, 1892, G.P.
Putnam's Sons, New York & London,
Darro edition, small 4to, ivory
decorated cloth boards with
bevelled edges (2)
£20 - 30
320
A set of eight volumes of Pictures
from 'Punch', published by 'Punch
Office', Bouverie Street, London, c.
1904, quarto, original gilt-stamped
maroon cloth (8)
£30 - 40
321
The District of Menteith - a boxed
folio by R.B. Cunninghame Graham
Containing an original etching by Sir
D.Y. Cameron, R.A., LL.D., entitled
'Lake of Menteith', signed in pencil,
11 x 17.5cm, and ten reproductions
of wash drawings
A limited edition work, numbered 24
of 250 copies, signed by both author
and illustrator
Printed by The Observer Press,
Scotland, 1930
£50 - 80
322
Antiques & Collecting, including
WILLS (Geoffrey) English Looking
Glasses, Country Life 1965, WATNEY
(Bernard) English Blue & White
Porcelain, and others on furniture,
silver and clocks (qty)
£20 - 40

323
RICHARDS (Frank) - a collection of
Billy Bunter books, some first
editions, published by Hawk Books
and Cassell, with dust wrappers,
together with further titles by
Richards and other 20th century
fiction (qty)
£50 - 80
324
A collection of approximately 30
books, mainly photography related.
£50 - 80
325
A Quantity of modern art reference
& general history books.
£50 - 80
326
A quantity of German scientific
books (qty)
£50 - 80
327
FULLER, Thomas, The Historie of the
Holy Warre', Second edition, 1640,
Cambridge, printed by R. Daniel, for
Thomas Buck, vellum, lacking folding
map and engraved front piece.
£100 - 150
328
CARROLL, Lewis 'Alice's Adventures
in Wonderland', illustrated by
Charles Pears, Published by London
and Glasgow: Collins' Clear-Type
Press, 1920, red cloth, gilt on spine
and author's signature reproduced in
gilt on cover
Together with further first edition
illustrated fiction books, a signed
first edition copy of 'Moonraking' by
A.G. Street (1936), Eyre and
Spottiswoode and first edition 1928
copy of 'A Fairy Garland', illustrated
by Edmund Dulac (qty)
£20 - 30
329
PRICE, Newlin 'Horatio Walker',
published by Louis Carrier & Co.,
New York (1928), in sleeve, together
with 'Ceramic Art of Great Britain',
'Cassell's Book of BIrds', vols. 1-4,
and 'Waverley Novels' (qty)
£20 - 30
330
A quantity of Antique related
reference books.
£30 - 50

331
EWING RICHIE, J 'The Life and Times
of William Ewart Gladstone',
published by William Mackenzie,
1898, vols 1-5, featuring numerous
steel and wood engravings, together
with a number of Jonathan Cape
editions of Arthur Ransome novels,
and titles on warfare and empire
(qty)
£10 - 15
332
Books, various, including Hulme F.
Edward - Familiar Wild Flowers, 5
vols and Wayside and Woodland
Series, 10 vols (qty)
£30 - 50
333
SWIFT (Walker) 'The Works of
Jonathan Swift', 16 volumes, First
edition, 1814, Published by Archibald
Constable & Co., Edinburgh, plus
CHESTERFIELD (Earl of) Letters to His
Son, London 1774, 4 vols., and
WALTER (Izaak) The Complete
Angler, Edinburgh, 1883 (21)
£40 - 60
334
WYNDHAM (Henry Penruddocke)
Wiltshire, Extracted from Domesday
Book, First Edition, Printed by E.
Easton, Salisbury, 1788, a complete
transcription of the Wiltshire section
of The Domesday Book, with Latin
text and English translation on facing
pages
£20 - 30
335
BIRD (Charles) 'Picturesque Old
Bristol' - A Series of Fifty-Two
Etchings by Charles Bird, with
Letterpress by John Taylor, in 2
volumes, 1885, Unlettered Proof
Edition, Limited to 125 numbered
copies of which this is number 21,
Frost & Reed (2)
£100 - 200
336
WHITE (Reverend Gilbert) 'The
Natural History & Antiquities of
Selborne & A Garden Kalendar', in 2
vols., First Edition, limited to 160
copies, Ed. R. Bowdler Sharpe,
published by S.T. Freemantle,
London, 1800 (2)
£100 - 200
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337
'Picturesque Views of the Nobility
and Gentry in England and Wales',
published Harrison & Co. London,
c.1819, covers removed and
replaced, new marble end papers,
letters to spine
£30 - 50
338
BIRCH (Samuel), Facsimile of an
Egyptian Hieratic Papyrus of the
Reign of Rameses III, now in The
British Museum, First Edition, 79
plates, Printed by Harrison and Sons,
London, 1876, oblong elephant folio,
measuring 57 x 79cm
Ex. Bolton Public Library and
Museum
£150 - 250
339
WARE (J. Redding) The Isle of Wight
- Illustrated by Photography, First
edition, Provost & Co., London,
1869, green gilt decorated covers, all
edges gilded
£40 - 70
340
HORNE (Charles F) Great Men and
Famous Women, Vols. I, II, III and IV,
with LASH (Joseph P) Roosevelt and
Churchill, Franklin Library, 1976
£20 - 30
341
COOKE (Kinloch) A Memoir of Her
Royal Highness Princess Mary
Adelaide Duchess of Teck, London,
1900, 2 vols., 8vo, together with a
wax seal impressed 'Mary', attached
to Kensington Palace notepaper,
together with HALE (Edward Everett)
Memories of a Hundred Years,
London, 1902, 2 vols., and three
others (7)
£40 - 60
342
SCHULTZ (Charles M) 40 Anni
Vitacarte, Published by Rizzoli,
1990, and other works on Art,
Carpets and Ornaments (qty)
£20 - 30
343
MCLEAN (Bruce) 'King for a Day', a
black notebook containing a
proposal work 1969 realised
Saturday 11th March 1972, piece
another minor pre-dated piece,
bound with a white sticky label, each
with an individual catalogue number
(98)
£30 - 50

344
HOPE MONCRIEFF (A.R.) Isle of
Wight, London 1908, together with
other works on the Isle of Wight
(approx. 22)
£20 - 30
345
HYER (Georgette) Charity Girl, 1970,
First edition, together with other
works (17)
£20 - 30
346
HULME (Edward) Familiar Wild
Flowers, first series, published by
Cassell 5 vols., and Wayside and
Woodland Series, 9 vols (14)
£20 - 30
347
BATES (H.E.) Through the Woods,
published by Gollancz, 1936, dw
£30 - 40
348
MITFORD (A.B.) Tales of Old Japan,
1876, and others, fiction, collecting
£30 - 40
349
SHUTE Neville - Trustee from the
toolroom, 1960 dw, together with a
group of books on geography,
literature, babujee - Honoured Sir.
£20 - 40
350
WASHINGTON IRVING BISHOP, two
folders containing photocopied
English American cuttings from
newspapers and periodicals together
with other related material relating
to magic
£20 - 30
351
LE RIRE, November 14 1896 - 1897,
bound as one, marble boards.
£20 - 30
352
PEACOCK WF - The adventures of St
George. After his famous encounter
with the dragon, published James
Blackwood, 1858, blind stamped
blue cloth covers, 8vo
£0 - 60
353
VINYL - CLASSICAL, easy listening
and shows, LP's
£20 - 30
354
RUSSIAN LITERATURE, including
novel c.1836 + 15 others
£30 - 40

355
RUSSIAN LITERATURE, one dated
1902 and others
£20 - 40
356
RUSSIAN WORKS, dated Moscow
1912, with photographic plates
£20 - 30
357
KAZANTZAKH, Nikov, Toda-Raba,
Two Greek play scripts and others
£30 - 50
358
RICHARD FRANK, Billy Bunter (Qty)
and others
£30 - 40
359
A surveyors level by Stanley, No
10668, 37cm, in original mahogany
box with original paper label dated
July 1910 together with the original
screwdriver. Leather strap perished.
£100 - 150

ORIENTAL AND CERAMICS
360
A Japanese carved ivory Okimono of
an egg seller, Meiji period, the
seated figure holding an egg in his
left hand, height: 8.5cm, signed,
within an inset silvered metal panel
£300 - 400
361
A Japanese carved ivory Okimono of
a seated man, Meiji period, the
figure seated before a low table with
food and raising a sake cup to his
mouth and a hibachi to his side,
height: 8.5cm, signed, within an
inset silvered metal panel
£300 - 400
362
A Lacquer ware Chinese export
jewellery casket.
£100 - 150
363
A Japanese carved ivory figure of a
fisherman, standing smoking a pipe
holding a lobster in his left hand, on
an oval base, signed in red script,
height: 20cm
£100 - 150
364
A collection of Ivory items to
include an intricately carved four
piece puzzle ball, an ivory lidded pot
a carved fish and a resin elephant.
£30 - 50
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365
A collection of Oriental metal ware
to include a lidded bowl with 6
character mark to base, a brass
carrying basket with chased
decoration and pierced lid with
swing handle(detached) and a box
with raised decoration of dragons to
a Japanese scene.
£50 - 80
366
Three metal ware figures to include
an Oriental Buddha head on stand,
a spelter figure of a knight marked
L'Honneur and a bronze coloured
classical bust on a turned wood
stand. (3)
£40 - 60
367
A Chinese lacquered blonde wood
presentation box by Chan Fong
Chun, depicting two figures playing
chess under a pine tree with a
Chinese inscription dated May 1955,
to commemorate the Labour Festival
held in China, width 21cm, depth
12cm, height 6.5cm
£30 - 40
368
A 19th century Japanese Porcelain
hall vase of baluster outline and
flared floral lip with moulded
pierced handles. Front and back
later over painted with black lacquer
and gilt decorated panels. 69cm(h)
six character red painted mark to
base.
£500 - 1,000
369
A pair of Chinese bronze Koros,
each in three parts decorated all
over with mythical beasts and flora,
bearing a six character mark in a
rectangular seal with verdigris
oxidization, 43cm(h), 1 pierced lid
detached.
£200 – 300
370
Two Oriental dishes with enamel
decoration of Prunus trees and
birds.
£30 - 50
371
An Oriental porcelain bottle vase
with polychrome decoration.
18cm(h)
£60 - 80
372
A collection of nine Oriental ginger
jars.
£30 - 50

373
A collection of Oriental ceramics to
include a large lidded onion vase,
ginger jars on hard wood stands and
other items.
£50 - 80
374
An early 20th Century Chinese
Famille Rose goldfish bowl, with
hand painted interior and six figure
character mark to base. 28cm(h)
with hard wood stand.
£100 - 200
375
An early 20th century Italian
Majolica six piece coffee set
decorated with classical scenes and
with griffin handles by Ferruccio
Mengarani, Pesaro Italia and dated
1918.
£80 - 100
376
A Regency porcelain and gilt
decorated tea and coffee service to
include, slop bowl, caddy, coffee
cans, cups and saucers.
£40 - 60
377
A Wedgwood lemonade set by Eric
Ravilious numbered 26/250 in the
garden implements design in
original box, together with a book
entitled 'Ravilious and Wedgwood,
the complete Wedgwood designs of
E.Ravilious'.
£50 - 80
378
A collection of blue and white
pottery and porcelain to include
willow pattern and Spode.
£80 - 120
379
A late 19th Century Continental
porcelain mantel timepiece,
surmounted by figures of cherubs,
the movement numbered 2748,
32cm high.
£80 - 120
380
A Continental porcelain mantel
timepiece; together with other
Continental porcelain figurines.
£20 - 40
381
A pair of Continental porcelain
figural bookends, 13cm high;
together with a group of 19th
Century and later Continental figural
and animal groups (approx. 22)
£20 - 40

382
A group of Continental porcelain
brush handles in the form of ladies
busts, (17)
£40 - 60
383
A set of five Meissen monkey band
figures, comprising conductor
(lacking baton) and four seated
musicians, underglazed blue crossed
swords mark, 16cm high maximum
(5)
£100 - 150
384
Lladro - Mystic Garden figure,
No.06686, 30cmhigh, with turned
wooden base (a.f.) all parts present,
with original box.
£30 - 50
385
Lladro - two figures of girls carrying
baskets of flowers, both stamped
'Collectors Society, M1H and 7622'
plus artist marks, 25cm high each.
£40 - 60
386
Lladro - six boxed items from the
Collectors' Edition, Spring, Summer,
Fall and Winter Bells, Sailing the Seas
and Dolphins at Play candle holders.
£20 - 40
387
A large Majolica style charger by
Caltagirone, two models of blue
whales on plinths and a wire model
of a bonsai on hard wood root base
and other items.
£10 - 20
388
A Moores part tea service, together
with a Royal Worcester part tea
service, a Sutherland part tea
service, a Carlisle ware part service
and other items.
£30 - 50
389
A collection of 20th century
ceramics to include a transfer
printed lidded pot and a ceramic egg
stand.
£20 - 40
390
A collection of ceramic items to
include a porcelain trumpet vase
with hand painted scenes a small
butter cloche and other items.
£30 - 50
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391
A Denby Marrakesh four piece
dinner service and tea set together
with other items of Denby pottery.
£30 - 40
392
A large collection of decorative and
collectors plates.
£20 - 30
393
A mixed collection of ceramics to
include Poole, Wedgwood coffee set
and numerous other items.
£30 - 50
394
A large collection of 19th/20th
century ceramics to include Royal
Worcester and Royal Albert.
£20 - 40
395
A large collection of Royal
Commemorative ware china
together with a shelf of pottery and
porcelain tea and coffee pots and a
collection of pottery and porcelain
jugs.
£30 - 50
396
A collection of Crown Devon items
to include a pair of baluster shaped
vases, a tea pot and other items, and
a Sutherland and Paragon ware part
tea service
£20 - 40
397
A large collection of ceramics to
include a Rochester pattern part tea
service and other items.
£20 - 30
398
A green hard stone figure of an
Oriental deity, a blanc de chine
figure and other Oriental pottery
and porcelain items.
£40 - 60
399
A collection of European and
Oriental style ceramics to include a
delft vase and an Iznick style twin
handled vase.
£30 - 50
400
A large black pottery model of a
German Shepard together with a
Staffordshire flat back model of a
Spaniel, a blanc de chine flower vase
and a porcelain model of a pheasant.
£30 - 50

401
A Royal Doulton Rose Elegans part
dinning service together with other
20th Century British ceramic part
services.
£30 - 50
402
A collection of part tea and dinning
services to include Wedgwood,
Paragon, Colclough etc. Quantity.
£30 - 50
403
A collection of part dinning services,
Indian tree, Duchess etc.
£30 - 50
404
A collection of ceramic items to
include Masons Ironstone and
similar.
£30 - 50
405
A collection of 20th Century British
and European ceramics, Susie
Cooper, Lawleys, Mailing, Quimper
etc.
£40 - 60
406
A collection of ceramic part dinning
services to include 'Victorian' by
Johnson Brothers.
£30 - 50
407
A Chamberlains Worcester part tea
and coffee service, with a blue band
with gilt leaf and flower decoration
(27)
£60 - 90
408
A Mintons 'Brocade' part dinner
service, with apple green border and
gilt floral decoration (39), together
with an Aynsley part coffee set (22)
£30 - 50
409
A Royal Worcester porcelain vase of
'tulip' shape no. 1047, decorated
with a duck in flight by James
Stinton, height 22cm
£200 - 300
410
A 19th century transfer printed blue
and white pottery 'cow creamer',
the body applied with a country
house, on a rectangular moulded
base, width 16.5cm, height 13/5cm
£30 - 40
411
A Troika pottery square vase, with a
rough texture surface, signed below
'Troika, St Ives, England - MY'
£40 - 60

GLASS AND METALWARE
412
A mixed collection of 19th/20th
century glass ware, vases, wine
glasses etc.
£30 - 40
413
A collection of coloured glass ware,
to include an enamelled blue glass
vase, crocus pots and other items.
£40 - 60
414
A suite of three decanters and
stoppers, together with a matching
claret jug (4)
£50 - 80
415
A Loetz style baluster vase together
with other items of decorative 20th
century coloured glass.(6)
£30 - 50
416
A large collection of Victorian and
later cut and pressed glass, to
include seven decanters, brandy
glasses and numerous other items.
£30 - 40
417
A group of nine similar glass finger
bowls, together with a set of four
finger bowls and another pair (15)
£40 - 60
418
A Regency cut glass water jug,
another smaller and four other
pieces of cut glass (6)
£30 - 50
419
A group of twelve matched
champagne flutes, some 19th
century (12)
£30 - 50
420
A set of nine deep bowl wine
glasses, with hobnail and etched
decoration, together with seven
smaller glasses
£30 - 50
421
A set of six liqueur glasses with
bucket bowls and tall stems, height
13cm and other glass
£20 - 30
422
A set of ten champagne flutes with
faceted bowls, height 18.5cm (10)
£20 - 30
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423
A set of four wine glasses with
flared bowls and other glasses
£20 - 30
424
A George III Irish decanter with
triple ring neck, moulded 'Cork' to
base, chip to underside of rim
28cm(h) another George III Irish
decanter 26.5cm(h) .
£100 - 150
425
A set of eight early 19th century
wine glasses probably North East
England, the bowls inscribed 'I Mean
Well' and a society's arms, height
11cm, seven with chipped feet (8)
£80 - 120
426
A pair of Regency decanters with
hobnail decoration. 22cm high to lip.
One with later stopper.
£30 - 50
427*
A collection of Victorian and later
glass bottles to include 'Warners
safe cure' London. Quantity.
£40 - 60
428
A collection of 20th century glass
ware, to include champagne flutes
etc.
£30 - 50
429
A telescopic brass fork, a set of
postal scales, a brass desk tidy with
glass ink well, a chamber stick and
other items.
£30 - 50
430
A 17th century pewter charger, with
London touch marks 38cm diameter,
another with the marks of S.Pycroft
35cm diameter and four others of
varying sizes (6)
£40 - 60
431
A pair of pewter flagons by Cooper
Brothers, Sheffield, one presented in
1905, together with a group of 19th
century and later pewter (9)
£40 - 60
432
An 18th century pewter lidded
tankard of baluster form, with touch
marks height 20cm, handle
detached, together with a group of
tankards, egg cups, a boat, heated
plate and seven side plates
£40 - 60

433
A Bronze model of a Native
American on horseback, signed
Remington on a bronze base.
32cm(h)
£250 - 300
434
A Bronze bust of a Native American
on slate base, after Karl Kauba.
39cm(h)
£100 - 200
435
A Georgian pierced brass fender,
width 113cm, together with a set of
three fire irons (4)
£50 - 80

TOYS AND TRAINS
436
Hornby. A large collection of '0'
gauge and '00' gauge trains, wagons
and landscaping/stations .
£50 - 80
437
Toys. A large collection of Hornby
Dublo and Triang toys, a collection of
boxed matchbox cars and a boxed
Airfix James Bond 'Little Nelly'
Autogyro.
£40 - 60

CLOCKS
438
A brass Rococo style mantle clock,
with white painted dial and Arabic
markers with later quartz
movement, 36cm.
£20 - 40
439
An Edwardian slate and marble
mantle clock with matching candle
garnitures.
£30 - 50
440
A French 19th Century ormolu and
rosewood mantle clock with
marquetry inlay, white enamel dial
with Roman numeral markers,
movement signed 'AD Mougin, Paris.
57350 A&N', 31cm
£300 - 500
441
An Art Deco Shagreen mantel
timepiece, the circular dial with a
French movement.
£40 - 60

442
A Queen Anne long case clock
movement with later mahogany case
having a 30cm square brass dial,
with embossed spandrels and
silvered chapter ring, second hand
and date aperture, engraved
decoration, signed John Free Oxon,
the later case with panel door and
plain base 216cm high overall. John
Free Oxford 1676-1726, apprentice
to John Knibb from 1696-1705.
£1,000 - 1,500

STAMPS AND COINS
443
A collection of British, USA and
World stamps to include a Swiftsure
expanding album and numerous
loose stamps. Quantity.
£80 - 120
444
A collection of British and World
stamps. Six albums and some loose.
£50 - 80
445
A large collection of British Asian
and World stamps, numerous
albums and loose examples.
Quantity.
£100 - 150
446
A large collection of British, Chinese
and World stamps, to include
numerous albums and loose
examples.
£100 - 150
447
Stamps Four albums of worldwide,
together with a selection of records
to include His Masters Voice, Regal
and Columbia .
£30 - 50
448
A collection of Roman Coins in
Perspex cases, three coin albums
containing World coins. Auto 100
collectors stamps and other
collectors items.
£40 - 60
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MILITARIA
AND COLLECTORS ITEMS’
449
A World War I Royal Air
Force/Flying Corp Sterling silver
Masonic Jewel, Ad Astra Lodge
Number 3808, with enamel brevet
centred by Masonic symbols and
enamel bar' Founder 1917' by
Spencer & Co, Birmingham 1917.
£50 - 80
450
Two replica spears and a replica
pike staff head.
£30 - 50
451
A Malacca walking cane with
unmarked yellow metal top
inscribed S.J. Garritsen.
£50 - 80
452
A collection of Police, Civilian and
WWI medals, awarded to O.W.
Riches to include the Imperial service
medal (with written citation), long
service and good conduct, Victoria
and Edward VII Coronation medals.
A World War I medal group awarded
to O.W. Riches Royal Engineers, to
include the 1914-18 medal, Victory
medal and 1914-15 Star.
£150 - 200
453
Two First World War medals: a
1914-19 medal and Defence medal
to 115575 GNR J. Barton RA.;
together with a 39-45 medal (3).
£50 - 80
454
A box containing military uniforms
and associated paraphernalia.
£50 - 80
455
A London Fire Brigade painted sign
in a glazed frame. 71cm x 31cm.
£50 - 60

DECORATIVE ARTS
456
An early 20th Century framed
advertising board for 'Pure Sanitary
Bedding'
£40 - 60

457
A collection of Treen and other
items to include three letter
openers, lidded pots and other
wooden bygones.
£80 - 100
458
A collection of printing blocks and
etching plates.
£30 - 50
459
A 19th Century British/American
Scrimshawed bone Stay Busk.
Etched in black 'Sperm Whale
Fishery in the South Pacific'. Verso
etched in black four whaling skiffs
and whales with 'Lat 3''59''0 S Long
159''0''0 E' inscribed above (North of
Solomon Islands)
£100 - 200
460
An alabaster figure of a small boy
carrying wheat on a marble base, a
silver on copper model of The Lion of
Venice on wooden plinth marked
Venezia and two small bronze effect
models.
£60 - 80
461
A mixed lot of collectables to
include a brass table gong topped
by a cast image of Robert Burns, a
brass model of a Spitfire, an Inuit
style carving, card case, pot stands, a
mantle clock and other items.
£50 - 80
462
A late 19th early 20th century
ornate brass dome shaped bird cage
containing a taxidermy songbird on
a perch.
£30 - 50
463
An Inuit/Eskimo carved stone figure
of an Eskimo holding a seal,
inscribed underneath E.g.953, height
12cm, another of an Eskimo
Fisherman, inscribed underneath
'Simionie 69, 1704' . (Repulse Bay
1960s).
£40 - 60
464
Two Inuit/Eskimo carvings of Seals
and two birds (one on carved stand)
together with a scrimshawed resin
handled letter opener.
£40 - 60

465
An Inuit/Eskimo carving of an otter
eating a fish indistinctly signed and
E 9.14.62 to base with paper label
'Canadian Eskimo Art' together with
a small carving of a bird indistinctly
signed to base and a reference book
'Eskimo Sculpture' by George
Swinton.
£50 - 80
466
A Victorian papier-mache blotter
and other decorative items.
£40 - 60
467
A selection of ceramic items and
curios to include a Beswick Alsatian,
a bulldog and other items.
£40 - 60
468
A set of eleven Indian topographical
oval painted miniatures, depicting:
Tomb of Hmad-ud-Doula, Agra
9.7cm x 13cm, Mecca 6.25cm x
5.25cm, Hari Mandir (Temple of
Krishma), Amritsar Taj Mahal 6.25cm
x 5.25cm, Palace Delhi, Saman Burj
3.25cm x 2.75cm, Silim Garh 3.25cm
x 2.75cm, Lahore Gate, Delhi 3.00cm
x 2.00cm, Mosque of Nadir Shah
3.25cm, 2.00cm, Sikandra Bagh
6.25cm x 5.25cm, Moti Masjid, Agra
6.25cm x 5.00cm and Moti Masjid,
Delhi 6.25cm x 5.00cm, now
mounted in case, numbered and
indexed (11)
£400 - 600
469
A 17th Century carved oak capital
with human mask between scrolls
12cm(w) 7cm(h), together with
three other capitals of a similar form
and two other with later gilding.
£40 - 60
470
Two late 20th Century painted
plaster figures of young ladies, both
indistinctly signed.
£10 - 20
471
An African carved wooden figure of
a young boy, signed 'Saeh'? 58cm
high; together with a group of three
painted boxes and other items.
£10 - 20
472
An early 20th century ceramic face
mask in the manner of
Goldscheider. 56cm(h) 28cm (w).
£40 - 60
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473
A 19th century Chinese export
lacquer work sewing box with fitted
interior and numerous ivory and
bone sewing implements.
£200 - 300
474
A painted plaster garden statue of
Hercules on a square plinth base.
Total height 92cm.
£50 - 80
475
A Kashmiri standard lamp with
painted floral decoration, 98cm(h)
£20 - 40
476
A collection of table lamps to
include three brass students lamps
of different designs, a ceramic Art
Deco style dancing lady lamp and a
converted brass oil lamp with
original glass shade.
£60 - 90
477
A 19th century parquetry two
division tea caddy.
£40 - 60

RUGS AND CARPETS
480
A green ground Kashan carpet, 230
x 160cm
£30 - 40
481
A Central Persian design rug, the
camel ground with all over
decoration, pale, 233 x 148cm;
together with a Chinese carpet,
170cm wide (2)
£30 - 40
482
A Tabriz rug, with a central
medallion, 154 x 94cm.
£20 - 30
483
A Caucasian pattern rug,
needlework rug and others
£30 - 50

FURNITURE
AND FURNISHINGS
485
A George III mahogany secretaire
bookcase, two glazed doors over
single long drawer and two
cupboard doors on a later plinth
base, 107cm(w) 210cm (h) 57cm(d).
£300 - 400

486
A 19th Century yew & elm Windsor
armchair. 97cm(h) Yew back, arms
sticks and front legs.
£100 - 150
487
A George III oak corner cupboard,
an upholstered armchair and side
chair.
£20 - 30
488
A George III Pembroke table on
square tapering legs.100cm
extended(w) 71cm (h)
£40 - 60
489
An Arts and Crafts circular convex
wall mirror with gilt frame. 45cm(d)
£30 - 40
490
A hanging shelf with carved
decoration and pierced fret work
sides together with a mahogany
three tier hanging shelf.
£40 - 60
491
A Regency mahogany drop leaf
'work table.' single drawer and a
well below. (missing bag) 71cm(h)
80cm extended.
£50 - 70
492
An oak nest of tables, two
upholstered stools and a small drop
leaf table.
£30 - 40
493
A Victorian button back rose wood
armchair on turned legs 100cm(h)
£30 - 40
494
A George III style upholstered
armchair together with one other in
matching fabric.
£20 - 30
495
Three modern pine veneer
bookcases(largest 192cm H)
£30 - 50
496
A mahogany stool, a sash clamp, a
wooden towel rail, a stick stand, oak
framed mirror, a hall chair and other
small items of furniture.
£60 - 80
497
A 19th Century miniature chest of
drawers with six long drawers.
43cm (h)
£40 - 60

498
A mahogany 19th century side table
with single drawer on square
tapering legs. 77cm (h) 80cm (w)
£40 - 60
499
A George III century fret work
mirror together with a bow fronted
two tier corner wash stand. 106cm
(h)
£30 - 40
500
An early 18th century walnut and
feather banded chest on chest, two
short over three long drawers, on a
base with two short over one long
drawer on later bracket feet.
99cm(w) 54cm (d), 140cm (h).
£300 - 500
501
A 19th century mahogany coaching
table. 91cm extended(d)
£30 - 40
502
A 19th century small mahogany
chest, four long graduated drawers,
raised on bun feet. 75cm(h)
£50 - 70
503
A 19th century mahogany
Wellington chest, seven long
graduated drawers. 105cm(h)
£100 - 150
504
A Quillwork box, a leather bound
knife and a boxed Mah-jong set
together with other collectors items.
£30 - 40
505
A 17th Century carved walnut panel
depicting a putto holding a flower.
9cm(w) 27cm(h)
£40 - 60
506
A large gilt framed wall mirror with
bevelled glass plate. 125cm x 100cm.
£40 - 60
507
A walnut nest of three tables on
tapering legs, 50 x 52cm.
£20 - 30
508
A large gilt frame mirror with
bevelled glass plate, 136 x 80cm.
£30 - 50
509
A pair of Victorian work tables, with
circular tops, on scrolling feet,
diameter 40cm
£50 - 80

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

510
A Continental walnut breakfront
display unit, (modern), fitted with
adjustable shelving between reeded
columns, 368cm wide, 268cm high,
43cm deep.
£200 - 300
511
A pair of Art Deco style armchairs,
of curved outline with applied
chrome mounts, ribbed upholstery
and matching footstools (4)
£100 - 150
512
A Continental designer low table, on
chrome legs, 90 x 90cm
£30 - 40
513
An Empire style black lacquered and
gilt decorated console table, 85cm
wide and a pair of black lacquered
glass topped end tables, 60 x 60cm.
£40 - 60
514
A stained oak chest of four drawers,
110cm wide.
£30 - 50
515
A 19th century mahogany D-end
side table on cabriole feet together
with a D-end mahogany side table
on square turned legs.
£40 - 60
516
A serpentine fronted d-end side
table with insert leather top and
single drawer. 83cm
£40 - 60
517
A large silver gilt framed wall mirror
with art nouveau design, bevelled
plate. 107cm x 135cm .
£50 - 80
518
An Edwardian mahogany and string
inlay roll top desk with two drawers
on square tapering legs. 72cm x
96cm (h).
£40 - 60
519
A retro 20th Century egg chair in
the manner of Greaves and Thomas,
on aluminium four point base.
£50 - 50

520
A Victorian Yew wood three tier
whatnot with scalloped gallery on
sabre feet, together with an oak arm
chair with turned legs and
stretchers.
£50 - 80
521
A pair of oak bedside cabinets, each
with slide and single cupboard door
and rear magazine rack. 45cm(h).
£30 - 50
522
A William IV two part bookcase.
Two glazed doors over single
drawer and two cupboard doors
raised on plinth base. 200cm x
86cm.
£80 - 120
523
A mahogany sofa table on pierced
and turned legs. 46cm (h)
£20 - 40
524
An open fronted mahogany
bookcase with inlay decoration and
ormolu mounts. 169cm (h)
£60 - 80
525
A mahogany arm chair with green
leather button back upholstery and
brass studding arms terminating in S
scrolls.
£40 - 60
526
A three tier black lacquer
whatnot/cake stand.
£20 - 30
527
A stripped pine three door
cupboard, w:201cm, h: 123cm
£200 - 300
528
A Victorian three division umbrella
stand, 69cm
£20 - 30
529
A George III mahogany tray top
bedside cupboard, losses
£60 - 80
530
Pair of George III mahogany side
chairs, legs spliced (2)
£40 - 60
531
George III style mahogany low
table, on a tripod base
£30 - 40

532
An early oak side chair, with a solid
vase splat
£30 - 40
533
A George III style wing armchair, on
mahogany legs joined by stretchers
£30 - 40
534
An oak writing table with inset red
leatherette writing surface, 152cm
wide
£40 - 60
535
A George III oak tripod table, 83cm
diameter
£40 - 60
536
An early 18th century oak gateleg
table, of oval outline, re-tipped,
129cm extended
£100 - 150
537
A George III mahogany Pembroke
table, 101cm extended
£100 - 150
538
A George III style mahogany tall
tripod table, top split, 39cm
diameter and a George III mahogany
tripod table, 42cm diameter (2)
£20 - 30
539
A George III 'Provincial' open
armchair and a Regency side chair
(2)
£30 - 40
540
A George III mahogany 'kettle' stand
with a 'pie crust' top, parts 18th
century, leg detached, old repairs,
diameter 31cm, height 55cm
£200 - 300
541
A pair of oak ladder back dining
chairs, with rush seats and two other
chairs (4)
£20 - 30
542
A Victorian stripped pine single
drawer side table, width 91cm
£20 - 30
543
A Queen Anne style walnut triptych
dressing mirror, width 59cm
£30 - 40

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

544
A Victorian walnut games table,
with a 'chess board' top and a
twisted column, height 73cm,
diameter 54cm
£80 - 120
545
A pine six shelf open bookcase,
16cm, together with a three shelf
bookcase, 123cm (2)
£30 - 40
546
A teak slat back garden chair, slats
detached
£30 - 40
547
A 19th century chest, with a hinged
rectangular lid
£60 - 100
548
A slat back garden table, 150cm
£30 - 40

549
A late 20th century Art Deco style
circular walnut veneered side table,
single drawer to tapering column on
circular stepped base with inlaid
Abalone shell decoration. 68cm (h).
£100 - 200
550
A late 18th early 19th century Dutch
marquetry inlaid bow fronted
bombe chest, three long drawers,
raised on ball and claw feet. 87cm x
81cm x 47cm.
£400 - 600

552
An Edwardian mahogany 3 drawer
miniature/table top chest with
mother of pearl decoration.
53cm(w) 41cm(h)
£40 - 60
553
A 18th century fret carved wall
mirror, with a rectangular plate,
h:73cms
£80 - 100

Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT),
plus VAT (20%) on the hammer price where indicated with an * asterisk

These Conditions of Sale and Business constitute the contract between Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA (the “Auctioneer”) and the seller, on the one hand, and
the buyer on the other. By bidding at the auction, you agree to be bound by these terms.
INFORMATION FOR BUYERS
Introduction. The following informative notes are intended to
those inexperienced or new to our salerooms. All sales are
Conditions of Sale which are readily available for inspection
catalogues. Our staff will be happy to help you if there is
understand.

assist Buyers, particularly
conducted on our printed
and normally accompany
anything you do not fully

Agency. As auctioneers we usually contract as agents for the seller whose identity, for reasons
of confidentiality, is not normally disclosed. Accordingly if you buy your primary contract is
with the seller.
Estimates. Estimates are designed to help buyers gauge what sort of sum might be
involved for the purchase of a particular lot. The lower estimate may represent the reserve
price and certainly will not be below it. Estimates do not include the Buyer’s Premium or
VAT (where chargeable). Estimates are prepared some time before the sale and may be
altered by announcement before the sale. They are in no sense definitive.
Buyer’s Premium. The Buyer agrees to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer price of
each lot purchased. The buyer’s premium is 20% (24% including VAT) of the hammer price
on each lot up to and including £150,000, plus 12% (14.40% including VAT) for any
amount in excess of £150,000. VAT at the prevailing rate of 20% is added to all of these
premiums and additional charges as defined below.
VAT. (*) indicates that VAT is payable b y the purchaser at the standard rate (presently
20%) on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. This
imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European
Union and is not operating the Dealers Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on
importation into the UK. The double symbol (**) indicates that the lot has been imported
from outside the European Union and the present position is that these lots are liable to
a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the gross lot price (i.e. both the hammer price and the buyer’s
premium). Lots which appear without either of the above symbols indicate that no VAT is
payable on the hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’
Margin Scheme and it should be noted that the VAT included within the Premium is not
recoverable as input tax.
Descriptions and Conditions. All goods are excluded from the Sale of Goods Act 1979 and
sold as seen. Condition reports are provided on our website or upon request. The absence
of a report does not imply that a lot is without imperfections. The detail in a report will
reflect the estimated value of the lot, and large numbers of such requests received shortly
before the sale may not receive a response to all lots. Members of staff are not trained
restorers or conservators and, particularly for higher value lots, you should obtain an opinion
from such a professional. We recommend that you always view a lot in person.
We are, primarily, agents for the seller. We are dependent on information provided by the
seller and whilst we may inspect lots and act reasonably in taking a general view about them
we are normally unable to carry out a detailed or any examination of lots in order to
ascertain their condition in the way in which it would be wise for a buyer to do. Intending
buyers have ample opportunity for inspection of goods and, therefore, accept responsibility
for inspecting and investigating lots in which they may be interested. Please note carefully
the exclusion of liability for the condition of lots contained in the Conditions of Sale. Neither
the seller nor we, as the auctioneers, accept any responsibility for their condition. In
particular, mechanical objects of any age are not guaranteed to be in working order.
However, in so far as we have examined the goods and make a representation about their
condition, we shall be liable for any defect which that examination ought to have revealed
to the auctioneer but which would not have been revealed to the buyer had the buyer examined
the goods. Additionally, in specified circumstances lots misdescribed because they are
‘deliberate forgeries’ may be returned and repayment made. There is a 3 week time limit.
(The expression ‘deliberate forgery’ is defined in our Conditions of Sale).
Electrical goods. These are sold as ‘antiques’ only and if bought for use must be checked
over for compliance with safety regulations by a qualified electrician first.
Export of goods. Buyers intending to export goods should ascertain (a) whether an export=
licence is required and (b) whether there is any specific prohibition on importing goods of
that character because, e.g. they may contain prohibited materials such as ivory. Ask us if
you need help.
Bidding. Bidders may be required to register before the sale commences and lots will be
invoiced to the name and address on the registration form. Some form of identification
may be required if you are unknown to us. Please enquire in advance about our
arrangements for telephone bidding.
Commission bidding. Commission bids may be left with the auctioneers indicating the
maximum amount to be bid excluding buyers’ premium. They will be executed as cheaply
as possible having regard to the reserve (if any) and competing bids. If two buyers submit identical
commission bids the auctioneers may prefer the first bid received. Please enquire in
advance about our arrangements for the leaving of commission bids.
Methods of Payment. The following methods of payment are acceptable:
Debit Card drawn on a UK bank and registered to a UK billing address. There is no
additional charge for purchases made with these cards.
Bank transfer direct to our bank account, all transfers must state the relevant
sale number, lot number and your bid / paddle number. If transferring from a foreign
currency, the amount we receive must be the total due in pounds sterling (after currency
conversion and the deduction of any bank charges). Our bank details can be found on the
front or your invoice or in the sale catalogue under ‘Important Notices’.
Sterling cash payments of up to £12,000 (subject to money laundering regulations). All
major UK issued credit cards registered to a UK billing address with the exception of
American Express and Diners Club.
Collection and storage. Please note what the Conditions of Sale state about collection
and storage. It is important that goods are paid for and collected promptly. Any delay may
involve the buyer in paying storage charges.
Droit de suite royalty charges. From 1st January 2012 all UK art market professionals
(which includes but is not limited to; auctioneers, dealers, galleries, agents and other
intermediaries) are required to collect a royalty payment for all works of art that have been
produced by qualifying artists each time a work is re-sold during the artist’s lifetime and for
a period up to 70 years following the artists death. This payment is only calculated on
qualifying works of art which are sold for a hammer price more than the UK sterling
equivalent of EURO 1,000 – the UK sterling equivalent will fluctuate in line with prevailing
exchange rates.
It is entirely the responsibility of the buyer to acquaint himself with the precise EURO to
UK Sterling exchange rate on the day of the sale in this regard, and the auctioneer accepts
no responsibility whatsoever if the qualifying rate is different to the rate indicated.
All items in this catalogue that are marked with δ are potentially qualifying items, and
the royalty charge will be applied if the hammer price achieved is more than the UK sterling
equivalent of EURO 1,000.The royalty charge will be added to all relevant buyers’
invoices,

and must be paid before items can be cleared. All royalty charges are passed on to the
Design and Artists Copyright Society (‘DACS’), no handling costs or additional fees with
respect to these charges will be retained by the auctioneers.
The royalty charge that will be applied to qualifying items which achieve a hammer price of
more than the UK sterling equivalent of EURO 1,000, but less than the UK sterling
equivalent of EURO 50,000 is 4%. For qualifying items that sell for more than the UK
sterling equivalent of EURO 50,000 a sliding scale of royalty charges will apply – for a
complete list of the royalty charges and threshold levels, please see www.dacs.org.uk. There
is no VAT payable on this royalty charge.

TERMS OF CONSIGNMENT FOR SELLERS
Interpretation. In these Terms the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to the Seller and if the
consignment of goods to us is made by an agent we assume that the Seller has authorised
the consignment and that the consignor has the Seller’s authority to contract. Similarly the
words ‘we’, ‘us’, etc. refer to the Auctioneers.
Warranty. The Seller warrants that possession in the lots can be transferred to the Buyer
with good and marketable title, free from any third party right and encumbrances, claims
or potential claims. The Seller has provided all information concerning the items
ownership, condition and provenance, attribution, authenticity, import or export history
and of any concerns expressed by third parties concerning the same.
All commissions and fees are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate.
Commission is charged to sellers at the following rates:- please enquire at our salerooms.
Removal costs. Items for sale must be consigned to the saleroom by any stated deadline and
at your expense. We may be able to assist you with this process but any liability incurred to a
carrier for haulage charges is solely your responsibility.
Loss and damage of goods.
Loss and Damage Warranty - Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA is not authorised by the
FSA to provide insurance to its clients, and does not do so. However Bristol Auction Rooms
/ BCVA for its own protection, assumes liability for property consigned to it at the lower
pre-sale estimate until the hammer falls. To justify accepting liability, Bristol Auction Rooms
/ BCVA makes a charge of 1.5% of the hammer price plus VAT, subject to a minimum
charge of £1.50, or if unsold 1.5% of our lower estimate. The liability assumed by Bristol
Auction Rooms / BCVA shall be limited to the lower pre- sale estimate or the hammer
price if the lot is sold.
If the owner of the goods consigned instructs us in writing not to take such action, the goods
then remain entirely at the owners risk unless and until the property in them passes to
the Buyer or they are collected by or on behalf of the owner, and clause 6 (a) is
inapplicable.
Illustrations. The cost of any illustrations is borne by you. If we consider that the Lot should
be illustrated your permission will be asked first. The copyright in respect of such
illustrations shall be the property of us, the auctioneers, as is the text of the catalogue.
Minimum bids and our discretion. Goods will normally be offered subject to a reserve agreed
between us before the sale in accordance with clause 9. We may sell Lots below the reserve
provided we account to you for the same sale proceeds as you would have received had the
reserve been the hammer price. If you specifically give us a “discretion” we may accept a bid
of up to 10% below the formal reserve.
Reserves.
You are entitled to place prior to the auction a reserve on any lot consigned, being the
minimum hammer price at which that lot may be sold. Reserves must be reasonable
and we may decline to offer goods which in our opinion would be subject to an
unreasonably high reserve (in which case goods carry the storage and loss and damage warranty
charges stipulated in these Terms of Consignment).
A reserve once set cannot be changed except with our consent.
Where a reserve has been placed only we may bid on your behalf and only up to the
reserve (if any) and you may in no circumstances bid personally.
Reserves are not usually accepted for lots expected to realise below £100
Electrical items. These are subject to detailed statutory safety controls. Where such items
are accepted for sale you accept responsibility for the cost of testing by external contractors.
Goods not certified as safe by an electrician (unless antiques) will not be accepted for sale.
They must be removed at your expense on your being notified. We reserve the right to
dispose of unsafe goods as refuse, at your expense.
Soft furnishings. Soft furnishings. The sale of soft furnishings is strictly regulated by
statute law in the interests of fire safety. Goods found to infringe safety regulations will not
be offered and must be removed at your expense. We reserve the right to dispose of unsafe
goods as refuse, at your expense.
The rights of disposal referred to in clause 10 and 11 are subject to the provisions of The
Torts (Interference with Goods) Act 1977, Schedule 1, a copy of which is available for
inspection on request
Descriptions. Please assist us with accurate information as to the provenance etc. of
goods where this is relevant. There is strict liability for the accuracy of descriptions under
modern consumer legislation and in some circumstances responsibility lies with sellers if
inaccuracies occur. We will assume that you have approved the catalogue description of
your lots unless informed to the contrary. Where we are obliged to return the price to the
buyer when the lot is a deliberate forgery under Condition 15 of the Conditions of Sale and
we have accounted to you for the proceeds of sale you agree to reimburse us the sale proceeds.
Unsold. Unsold. If an item is unsold it may at our discretion be re-offered at a future sale.
Where in our opinion an item is unsaleable you must collect such items from the saleroom
promptly on being so informed. Otherwise, storage charges may be incurred. We reserve
the right to charge for storage in these circumstances at a reasonable daily rate.
Withdrawn and bought in items. These are liable to incur a charge of 15% commission,
1.5 % Loss and Damage Warranty and any other costs incurred including but not limited to
illustration and restoration fees all of these charges being subject to VAT on being bought
in or withdrawn after being catalogued.
Conditions of Sale. You agree that all goods will be sold on our Conditions of Sale. In
particular you undertake that you have the right to sell the goods either as owner or agent
for the owner. You undertake to compensate us and any buyer or third party for all losses
liabilities and expenses incurred in respect of and as a result of any breach of this
undertaking. We will also, at our discretion, and as far as practicable, confirm that an
item consigned for sale does not appear on the Art Loss register, which is administered by
an independent third party.
Authority to deduct commission and expenses and retain premium and interest.
You authorise us to deduct commission at the stated rate and all expenses incurred
for your account from the hammer price and consent to our right to retain beneficially
the premium paid by the buyer in accordance with our Conditions of Sale and any
interest earned on the sale proceeds until the date of settlement.

You authorise us in our discretion to negotiate a sale by private treaty not later than the
close of business 48 hours after the day of sale in the case of lots unsold at auction, in
which case the same charges will be payable as if such lots had been sold at auction
and so far as appropriate these Terms apply.
Warehousing. We disclaim all liability for goods delivered to our saleroom without sufficient
sale instructions and reserve the right to make minimum warehousing charge of £10 per
lot per day. Unsold lots are subject to the same charges if you do not remove them within a
reasonable time of notification. If not removed within three weeks we reserve the right to
sell them and defray charges from any net proceeds of sale or at your expense to consign
them to the local authority for disposal.
Settlement. After sale settlement of the net sum due to you normally takes place within 28
days of the sale (by crossed cheque to the seller) unless the buyer has not paid for the
goods. In this case no settlement will then be made but we will take your instructions in the
light of our Conditions of Sale. You authorise any sums owed by you to us on other
transactions to be deducted from the sale proceeds. You must note the liability to reimburse
the proceeds of sale to us as under the circumstances provided for in Condition 12 above.
You should therefore bear this potential liability in mind before parting with the proceeds
of sale until the expiry of 28 days from the date of sale.

CONDITIONS OF SALE
Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA carries on business with bidders, buyers and all those present in the
auction room prior to or in connection with a sale on the following General Conditions and on such
other terms, conditions and notices as may be referred to herein.
Definitions
In these Conditions:
“auctioneer” means the fi m of Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA or its authorised auctioneer, as
appropriate;
“deliberate forgery” means an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as to
authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source but which is unequivocally
described in the catalogue as being the work of a particular creator and which at the
date of the sale had a value materially less than it would have had if it had been in
accordance with the description;
“hammer price” means the level of bidding reached (at or above any reserve) when the
auctioneer brings down the hammer;
“terms of consignment” means the stipulated terms and rates of commission on which Bristol
Auction Rooms / BCVA accepts instructions from sellers or their agents;
“total amount due” means the hammer price in respect of the lot sold together with
any premium, Value Added Tax chargeable and any additional charges payable by a
defaulting buyer under these Conditions;
) “sale proceeds” means the net amount due to the seller, being the hammer price
of the lot sold less commission at the stated rate, Value Added Tax chargeable and
any other amounts due to us by the seller in whatever capacity and however arising;
“You”, “Your”, etc. refer to the buyer as identified in Condition 2.
The singular includes the plural and vice versa as appropriate.

to proceed against you for damages for breach of contract;
to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other Lots sold by us to you;
to resell the Lot (by auction or private treaty) in which case you shall be responsible for
any resulting deify in the total amount due (after crediting any part payment and adding
any resale costs). Any surplus so arising shall belong to the seller;
to remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense and, in the case of storage, either at
our premises or elsewhere;
to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per month on the total amount due to the
extent it remains unpaid for more than 3 working days after the sale;
) to retain that or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the total amount due;
to reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions or to impose conditions
before any such bids shall be accepted;
to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots due or in future becoming due to you towards
the settlement of the total amount due and to exercise a lien (that is a right to retain possession
of ) any of your property in our possession for any purpose until the debt due is satisfied.
We shall, as agent for the seller and on our own behalf pursue these rights and remedies
only so far as is reasonable to make appropriate recovery in respect of breach of these
conditions
Third party liability. All members of the public on our premises are there at their own risk and
must note the lay-out of the accommodation and security arrangements. Accordingly neither
the auctioneer nor our employees or agents shall incur liability for death or personal injury
(except as required by law by reason of our negligence) or similarly for the safety of the
property of persons visiting prior to or at a sale.
Commission bids. Whilst prospective buyers are/\strongly advised to attend the auction and are
always responsible for any decision to bid for a particular Lot and shall be assumed to have
carefully inspected and satisfied themselves as to its condition we will if so instructed
clearly and in writing execute bids on their behalf. Neither the auctioneer nor our
employees or agents shall be responsible for any failure to do so.
Where two or more commission bids at the same level are recorded we reserve the right in
our absolute discretion to prefer the final bid so made.
Warranty of title and availability. The seller warrants to the auctioneer and you that the
seller is the true owner of the property consigned or is properly authorised by the true
owner to consign for sale and is able to transfer good and marketable title to the property
free from any third party claims.
Agency. The auctioneer normally acts as agent
default by sellers or buyers.

only

and disclaims any

responsibility

for

Terms of sale. The seller acknowledges that Lots are sold subject to the stipulations of these
Conditions in their entirety and on the Terms of Consignment as notified to the consignor
at the time of the entry of the Lot.
Descriptions and condition

Bidding procedures and the Buyer
Bidders are required to register their particulars before bidding and to
security arrangements before entering the auction room to view or bid;

If any Lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance with these Conditions
or if there is any other breach of these Conditions, we, as agent for the seller and on our
own behalf, shall at our absolute discretion and without prejudice to any other rights we
may have, be entitled to exercise one or more of the following rights and remedies:

satisfy

any

the maker of the highest bid accepted by the auctioneer conducting the sale shall be |
the buyer at the hammer price and any dispute about a bid shall be settled at the
auctioneer’s absolute discretion by reoffering the Lot during the course of the auction
or otherwise. The auctioneer shall act reasonably in exercising this discretion.
Bidders shall be deemed to act as principals.
(2) Our right to bid on behalf of the seller is expressly reserved up to the amount of any
reserve and the right to refuse any bid is also reserved.
Increments. Bidding increments shall be at the auctioneer’s sole discretion.
The purchase price. together with a premium thereon of 28.8% which shall include VAT on
the premium at the rate imposed by law. The buyer will also be liable for any royalties
payable under Droit de Suite as set out under Information for Buyers.
Value Added Tax. Value Added Tax on the hammer price is imposed by law on all items
affixed with an asterisk or double asterisk. Value Added Tax is charged at the appropriate
rate prevailing by law at the date of sale and is payable by buyers of relevant Lots. (Please
refer to “Information for Buyers” for a brief explanation of the VAT position).
Payment
Immediately a Lot is sold you will:
give to us, if requested, proof of identity, and
pay to us the total amount due or in such other way as is agreed by us.
Any payments by you to us may be applied by us towards any sums owing from you to
us on any account whatever without regard to any directions of you or your agent, whether
express or implied.
Buyers who utilise the services of ATG Live Auctions or any other live internet services
are hereby informed that the payment method details that are provided to ATG Live
Auctions or any other live internet services as part of the process of registration will, in
the absence of compliance with paragraph (1) of this clause, be utilised by us to settle any amounts
owing by such buyers to us.
Title and collection of purchases
The ownership of any Lots purchased shall not pass to you until you have made payment
in full to us of the total amount due.
You shall at your own risk and expense take away any lots that you have purchased and
paid for not later than 3 working days following the day of the auction or upon the
clearance of any cheque used for payment after which you shall be responsible for any
removal, storage and insurance charges.
No purchase can be claimed or removed until it has been paid for.
Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA do not operate a packaging and postal service. Successful buyers
must make these arrangements independently, though the saleroom may be able to suggest
specialist shipping companies who can advise buyers, this advice is not a recommendation
and the saleroom is not liable for any aspect of the packaging and shipping process. Remedies
for non-payment or failure to collect purchases

Whilst we seek to describe lots accurately, it may be impractical for us to carry out
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Prospective buyers are given ample opportunities
to view and inspect before any sale and they (and any independent experts on their behalf )
must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of any description applied to a lot. Prospective
buyers also bid on the understanding that, inevitably, representations or statements by us
as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion shall be honestly and
reasonably held and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Subject
to the foregoing neither we the auctioneer nor our employees or agents nor the seller accept
liability for the correctness of such opinions and all conditions and warranties, whether
relating to description, condition or quality of lots, express, implied or statutory, are
hereby excluded. This Condition is subject to the next following Condition concerning deliberate
forgeries and applies save as provided for in paragraph 6“information to buyers”.
Private treaty sales made under these Conditions are deemed to be sales by auction for purposes
of consumer legislation.
Forgeries. Notwithstanding the preceding Condition, any Lot which proves to be a deliberate forgery
(as defi
may be returned to us by you within 21 days of the auction provided it is in
the same condition as when bought, and is accompanied by particulars identifying it from the
relevant catalogue description and a written statement of defects. If we are satisfied from the
evidence presented that the Lot is a deliberate forgery we shall refund the money paid by you
for the Lot including any buyer’s premium provided that (1) if the catalogue description refl ted
the accepted view of scholars and experts as at the date of sale or
(2) you personally are not able to transfer a good and marketable title to us, you shall have
no rights under this condition.
The right of return provided by this Condition is additional to any right or remedy provided
by law or by these Conditions of Sale.
General
We shall have the right at our discretion, to refuse admission to our premises or attendance
at our auctions by any person.
(1) Any right to compensation for losses liabilities and expenses incurred in respect of and
as a result of any breach of these Conditions and any exclusions provided by them shall
be available to the seller and/or the auctioneer as appropriate.
(2) Such rights and exclusions shall extend to and be deemed to be for the b e n e f i t of
employees and agents of the seller and/or the auctioneer who may themselves enforce them.
Any notice to any buyer, seller, bidder or viewer may be given by first class mail, email or
Swiftmail in which case it shall be deemed to have been received by the addressee 48
hours after posting.
Special terms may be used in catalogue descriptions of particular classes
which case the descriptions must be interpreted in accordance with
appearing at the commencement of the catalogue.

of items in
any glossary

Any indulgence extended to bidders, buyers or sellers by us notwithstanding the strict
terms of these Conditions or of the Terms of Consignment shall affect the position at the
relevant time only and in respect of that particular concession only; in all other respects
these Conditions shall be construed as having full force and effect.
English law applies to the interpretation of these Conditions.

THINKING OF SELLING?
FREE AUCTION
VALUATIONS

Mondays &
Fridays
1pm to 5pm
For antiques, art, furniture, china, glass, silver, jewellery and collectables.
Free home visits for large furniture/consignments. Formal valuations for probate, family division and insurance.

2019
16/05/2019
22/05/2019
23/05/2019
05/06/2019
12/06/2019
03/07/2019
11/07/2019
17/07/2019
18/07/2019
31/07/2019
08/08/2019

UPCOMING AUCTIONS
Antiques, Furnishings, Textiles & Collectors' Items
Day 1: Commercial Assets and Lost Property
Day 2: Commercial Assets and Lost Property
TIMED ONLINE AUCTION
TIMED ONLINE AUCTION: Alcohol
TIMED ONLINE AUCTION
Antiques, Furnishings & Pictures
Day 1: Fragrances, Jewellery, Gifts and Clothing
Day 2: Tools, Sport and Leisure, Catering and Vehicles
TIMED ONLINE AUCTION
Antiques, Furnishings, Textiles & Collectors' Items

Units 1-3 Yelverton Road (off Hungerford Road) Brislington Bristol BS4 5HP
Tel: 0117 953 1603 • info@bristolauctionrooms.co.uk • bristolauctionrooms.co.uk

@BristolSaleroom

@BristolAuctionRooms

